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Two South African African.") were arguing one day on the
unhealthy South African situation. One was inclined to
censure the whole missionary enterprise in Africa, in thie
strains "You see, the missionary came here and said, let
ua pray, and' at the end of hia prayer, we found the Bible
in our hands, but lol our- land had gone!"
To which the other replied. "Ahen- Kuropeans took our
country vre fought them with our spears, but they d ofseated
us because they have better weapons and so colonial power
was set up against our wi3he3. But loi the missionary
came in time and laid explosives under colonialism. The
Bible is now doing what we could not do with our spears."

(iiev. M. ditholo, African -tationaliam
£>.tf.P. 1968/, p. 86.)
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CHAPTER I

BACKGROUHD TO RHVZItZm) -DE. HOBZuT LA.T3' MI33I0N

(a) State of Malawi - 1875

-.Then Dr. laws arrived in Malawi sane tine in August 1875, that

country was par-celled out among various tribes, more often than not

at war with each other.^ Later on in his life, Laws diagnosed this

situation as due to what he "believed to he & peculiarly African

disease, napfumo onse: "chiefs we all are."

But this state of affairs was a comparatively recent develop¬

ment which could he attributed to two factors, the slave trade and

its attendant slave-raiding culture, and the migratory wave sparked

off by Shaka Zulu in Natal, South Africa, at the beginning of the

nineteenth century. In the seventeenth century a great and stable

culture of the twin Zimbabwe and Karavi empires had tostraddled both

sides of the Zambesi river. In present-day Hhodesia the remains of

this great civilization are still visible in the stone-work forts

which lira scattered all over the country. The Maravi sister empire

had achieved a certain degree of homogeneity in culture and language,

Ifyanja being the lin ua franca of the empire. The culture was self-

1. H.ii. Johnston, British Centx .1 Africa (l.lethuen, xon&on, 1898),
Ch. 10. Johnston was the first British Commissioner. He listed
at least ten major linguistic groups, but independent units must
have numbered more than 500.
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sufficient; it had its craftsmen and cotton farmers and its own

weavers of cloth, and of all the people in Central Africa, the Karavi

were the only bridge-builders. This culture was also unified by the

mbena religious cults which tried to forge some continuity with the

past. As a rule, African conquerors would attempt to please the

gods of the soil which they had conquered, and this often led to the

establishment of a bond between conquered and conquerors.

Hie empire had some international standing. Not only were

there inter-marriages between the Maravi princes and their counter¬

parts of the southern kingdom, but they had visitors from as far awey¬

as Portugal and Arabia. Gamitto, a Portuguese traveller in 1831,

refers to Mwata-Kazerabe, a descendant of the Karavi nonorchs, as

"Emperor", and even as late as that he gave evidence of a still

highly-organized civilization,^
Froim the time of Gamitto, foreign influences and interference,

particularly that of the Portuguese and nr&b slave-traders, helped

to build up divisive forces which eventually overthrew the established

order. External forces were aided by internal decay. Under a

strong king the cabana, cults and the Nyanja language served as bonds

of unity, but they wore not sufficiently strong to hold on their own

1. A*C,F, Gammitto, -in/; Kazerii,„-> ra. . 1 •. ; i,rave. di.eva. iJisa.hemba.
and other peoples of Jouthom Africa. trans. Ian Gunnison (lisboa
lS3l/» Vols. I and II but especially Vol, I, pp, 17-63*



without military fores. The Yao tribe, for instance, remained a

distinct merchant group with a distinct language of their own and a

A/
culture less in line with their Maganja countrymen than with their

Arab trading partners, whose religion and manners they gradually

adopted. In the mid-nineteenth century the Yao were building' up a

prosperous trade with the coast, one of the commodities of exchange

being slaves. This trade was in opposition to or despite the

king's interests, because the Yao increasingly ignored the prevail¬

ing customs laws. This growing independence was accelerated by

their new-found proficiency in the use of fire-arms, which were

easily available from Aurope after the lirerich wars. An observer

noted in 1763: "It is more than fifty years since this monarch has

been well obeyed and properly respected by his vassals."^"
To this destructive element must be added their allies the

Swahili and the coastal Arabs who were nominally subjects of the

Sultan of kanglhar. Once in the interior, however, they acted as

independent princes. With the help of these coastal peoples, men

like L'lozi at Karonga, Jurabe at Khota-Khota and Mathaka of the

Mosque were able to build formidable slave-trading princedoms on the

lakeside. Though their overall influence was destructive and waste¬

ful of resources, their large towns nevertheless became centres of

1. T.O, iianger (ed.), Aspects of Central African History
(Eeineaann, 1968), p.24 .
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Islamic culture and art. The Yao, for instance, built up flourish¬

ing market towns in the south at Lowesa, Chiwololo, Musuraba and

%x>mbo, to mention only a few. At these market towns they sold

cloth, "beads, ironware of sorts, and sometimes even guns; and in

exchange they accented ivory, gold, silver and slaves, which they dis¬

posed of at the coast. Six yards of calico were sufficient for a

large elephant tusk, five yards for a healthy male slave, two and a

half yards for a youth. Cowrie 3hells were sometimes used as a

commodity of exchange also. 2ven Livingstone was moved to admiration

when he saw the organizing ability of some of these merchant princes.

He had "occasion to admire the very extensive drainage which had

been effected on the hills. Cassava is cultivated on ridges along

all the streets in the town which give it a somewhat regular and neat

appearance." This was the village of Mathaka, a Yao chief whom

some Portuguese travellers had mistaken for an Arab because of the

iirab culture and manners he had. adopted.

Kakanjila's town, of perhaps more than five thousand in popul¬

ation, even outshone Mathaka * s in the art3 and in splendour. He

employed a nwallrau. a Moslem schoolmaster, to instruct his people

in the religion of the Koran. British Acting-Consul I.e. Goourich

visited this town in I8C5 and described the palace as "a handsome

building with substantial carved doors such as one sees in Zanzibar".

1. B. Livingstone, iant Journals (J. hurray, 1873)



-Vhen Johnston raided Makanjil&'s town in 1891. he carried off six

"boxes of letters written in both Swahili and Arabic."^
These outstanding Yao leaders professed the Islamic religion and

were totally opposed to Christianity, perhaps more so when the

Christian powers began to oppose the slave trade, on which their

wealth was built. MakanJila was converted to the Moslem faith

c. 1870, while Mathaka, though converted in 1380, assumed the stature

of a saint and wa3 referred to as "Kathaka of the Mosque".

The Yao slave culture is of more than passing- interest in this

chapter. It stood as the most formidable opponent of European

ideas, religious, cultural and imperialistic; yet paradoxically

this very culture, by its disruptive nature, weakened the fabric of

society to such an extent that the tribes put up only a weak resist¬

ance to European invaders. Some tribes even feared the Yao slave-

raiders more than they feared the white men, and were willing to

come to terms with them. Trie Yao system itself illustrates Iaw3'
2

oft-used expression, "chiefs we all are".

An ambitious Yao had a ready-made basis for power in his

mbunt>a (kraal), which consisted of his brothers and sisters and

their families, but not his own children, as the Yao are aatrilineal.

1. Oliver, it., Sir ii.-i. Johnston (Chatto and Hindus, London l$u4)
P.209.

2. The following assessment is based on J.C, Mitchell's article "The
Organization of the Yao of Southern Sy&saland," in .•■frican Studies
VIII, Ho. 3 (Sept. 1949).
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These hiood-relstives remained the core of hie support throughout

life and even important chiefs had to return to this nucleus of

ssuoport in times of difficulty.

Prior to the slave trade, the os.yene (elder "brother in charge of

the rabunfba) could distinguish himself in hunting; and craftsmanship

and the resultant increase in wealth would draw to him a large folio-w¬

ing. With the coming of the slave trade, organizing a few caravans

to the coast represented a considerable amount of organizational

ability and investment. archdeacon Johnston of the Universities

Mission saw a number of such caravans in 1881, each with as many as

1
five thousand people altogether.

A characteristic of the Yao was their tendency to break up into

small groups, unlike the massive patrilineal Ngoni kingdoms. Any

ambitious Yao can could easily break away from hi3 brother's mburaba

and take away his younger sisters and their families to set himself

up as an osyene in his own right. Internal quarrels within the

nbumba were always taken as the excuse for such breakaways. but

the os.yene realised that a younger brother could repeat the same pro¬

cess with ease and leave him with a reduced following. Accordingly,

in order to build up an independent and secure following, he took up

slave wives and gathered a group of slave followers who were allowed

1. J. hanseley, "yaeaiand Journal. Vol. 16, no. 16 (Zamba 1954)t
pp. 15 ff.
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to marry tut, with their children, they remained entirely the

nroperty of the osyene. This slave following, if treated well,

formed a much more secure foundation for a prosperous princedom than

the old relationship "based on blood ties. But it did mean that any

man among the Yao who could capture ten slaves could set himself up

as a mfumo with the power of life and death over his own household.

Their weaknesses were therefore greater than their strengths: though

they were able to hold up the Ngoni invasions by the use of fire-arms,

and were able to build up a kind of neo-Islamic culture, their in¬

satiable thirst for more and more slaves created a state of panic

among their neighbours. One such neighbour was the Ilyanja Chief

Mponda, who welcomed Laws to Cape Maclear, apparently as a possible

ally against these raiding chiefs.

while Laws was nursing up his infant mission in 1875 at Cape

Maclear, the British navy was making slave trading too hazardous a

task on the west coast of Africa. This led to the shift of the

slave trade from there to East Africa, where it reached its peak at

the time Laws came to Malawi. Various estimates put the number of

slaves arriving at Zanzibar during these years as twenty thousand per

year, Central Africa, and especially the Lake region, being' the main

source of supply. Among the main culprits were Jumbe, I.llozi,

Mathaka and I.lakanjila, who have been mentioned earlier. There were

two main routes, the northern route leading to Zanzibar being command¬

ed by the first two chiefs, while the southern route, with its outlet
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on the Portuguese-held territory, was held "by the last two and their

allies. Though the T'ortuguese subscribed to the Vienna Settlement

of 19X3Twhich outlawed slave trading, they co-operated with slavers

under the umbrella of securing "indentured" labour for the coastal

plantations. Livingstone actually caught two servants of the

Governor of Mozambique driving a slave caravan. More frightening

than the actual number of slaves reaching the coa3t wa3 the amount of

force necessary to secure them. Tear Klanje Livingstone wrote in
1

his journal*

They almost depopulated the broad fertile tract ... along
which our course lay. It was wearisome to see the skulls and
bones scattered about everywhere} one would fain not notice them
but they are so striking a3 one trudges along the 3ultry path,
that it cannot be avoided.

The destruction cased by slavers probably accounted for more than

ten times the actual number of slaves captured. The usual method

was to surround the village at dawn and fire the gras3-thatched huts.

Those who came out were either killed or captured, for the slavers

could not afford to let children and old people go away lest they

should forewarn the next village. In any case the few who ever

escaped were likely to die of hunger as the slavers often burnt what

food they could not carry away.

The political significance of slave-raiding- was disastrous.

The peace and trust engendered by the Malawi empire were gone. Tribe

1. D. Livingstone, Last .-.or:!-. L j. p. 98.
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wa3 set against tribe and. general suspicion grew. Co-operation on

an inter-tribal basis was a rare thing, and this fact enabled.

Johnston to pick the tribes one by one without ouch difficulty. On

rare occasions the tribes showed a united front; for example when

J.lakanjila formed a united front with three other chiefs, Johnston was

routed and hau to abandon his field gun.^
Another force which contributed to the unsettled conditions in

laws' time were the Hgoni. The %oni were patrilineal, warlike, and

retained their Zulu military drill. In order to keep their military

organisation intact they organized forays against neighbouring tribes

which had the double purpose of securing food and of keeping their

system in order. They were a terror to the peaceable Tonga and

iagarya tribes, who in their turn often gave Ngoni presence as an

2
excuse for their failures. The Ngo-ni had crossed the Zambesi from

Natal in lf32 under their leader Zvangendaba, wreaking havoc wherever

they went, and passing by the western 3ide of lake Nyasa they had

reached as far north as Victoria Nyanza, They retraced their steps

to lake Nyasa where they split into three groups in I8C9 at the death

of their leader. The Maseko Ngoni settled in the present Ifeheu

district, while those of Mbelwa settled in present-day central

1. R. Oliver, Jir h.b. Johnston. p.TlS.

2. letter of ".rs, laws to her parents (?1888 - date unclear)
Edinburgh University Library Gen. 501 +
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Malawi. The third group, called the Mangwangwara, settled in

present-day Portuguese Mozambique, north ea st of lake Ifyasa. The

Ngonl of fibelwa were to have important relations with Laws as the

latter set up his Bandawe Mission among the Tonga and Tumbuka whom

the ligoni took to "be their subjects."^
This picture of a land in tunao.il drawn in the preceding para¬

graph is one that often obscures the credit side of these warrior

tribes. The Yaos1 contribution to culture has already "been referred

to. In comparison the Ngoni had very few material trappings of

civilization, hut they were zealous for freedom. They governed

themselves accordin. to a well-practised constitutional tribal law.

In times of national crisis all men were entitled to he consulted in

a national assembly which, in the case of Mbelwa'a %oni, was chaired

by the prime minister, while the chief was barred from the debates,

Thi3 democratic process was common among all Bantu tribes: even

despots like Shake Zulu were compelled by custom to call an annual

assembly where the king listened to the grievances of his people

without speaking back. 'This consultative aspect of African culture

impressed the Blantyre missionaries so much that it was one of their

fundamental differences with Johnston's despotic approach in hi3

1. A fuller account is given by T.C. Banger in his chapter on nine¬
teenth - century Malawi (Aspects of Central - frica.n History), and by
id. Stokes (sd.) in his chapter "The Hgoni States and European in¬
trusion" .
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dealings with Africans.^"
The ferocity and savagery of the warrior tribes have also "been

often exaggerated. Neither the %oni nor the Yao tribes were ever

able to overrun their neighbours completely despite their reputed

military skill. 2ven the Tonga, who often fell prey to Ifbelv/a's

ITgoni in the Bandawe area, maintained their tribal organisation in¬

tact. In the 11antyre region the Nyanja chiefa like Sbrose held their

own despite the fact that they were in the neighbourhood of the

ferocious Yao slavers. Often two warrior tribes counter-balanced

each other. The Ngoni were often forced to beat a retreat by the

fierce Bernba group on the western plateau. The picture of an un¬

mitigated terrorism conducted by the Hgoni and Yao tribes is there¬

fore not an accurate one. Nor was the common impression among

Europeans of a land devoid of any legal procedures where the mighty

lorded it over the humble always true. Dr. Elmalie, who served as

laws* deputy in Ngoniland, lived at Mbelwa's court for more than ten

years yet never witnessed more than three death sentences. He in

fact saw the chief's rule as a "strong and sanguinary despotism

ruling over a people poiverful and free",""

1. A.C. Hoss, "The Origins and Development of the Church of Scotland
Blantyre Mission"(unpublished hh.D. Thesis, University of Edinburgh),
pp. 190 ff.

2. vi'.A. hlmslie, Amonr the dild «*, oni (0, Anderson and Ferrier 1899)»
p. 102.



Nevertheless, these warrior tribes had an extremely divisive

effect on Malawi society and this was of great significance in

relation to the advent of the missions. In a lend which insisted on

a chiefly structure for the transmission of all ideas, commercial,

religious and political, and in a land like Yao-lend where every

tenth man was an osyene on his own account, the virtual ruler of his

own city state, the early missionaries found themselves thrown into

the role of chiefs, with all the temptations which political juris¬

diction entailed. Indeed, every mbumba. missionary or otherwise,

had to "be seen to be capable of defending itself or it would fail to

draw the adherents who alone could save it from decay. laws put the

problem he faced in a nutshell. He wrote home:

Is the livingstonia Mission to be regarded a3 a mission ...

to the South Sea Islands, trusting to God for protection though
outwardly at the mercy of the natives when they think fit to rob or
murder it3 members, or is the livingstonia Mission to be regarded
as a missionary colony? £Indeed j[ the natives are apt to look
at me as chief of the English.-*-

The missionary settlements wore often limited to easily definable

geographical limits, some distance from the chiefs who gave them the

land. In such an area Laws could build his principality, laying

down such rules as to the use of land or conduct to be followed as

he deemed fit. He wrote to the Secretary of the Foreign Missions

Committee, in 1880, "hach individual or family having asked to settle

1. Letter of Laws tc l)r. G. Smith «'/6/l£80 (K37912), pp. 61 ff.
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with ua /agpreed_7 to respect the customs of the station and submit to

the discipline enforced." It is worth noting that this pattern of

enlarging a principality was very much in accordance with the line of

action followed by prosperous osyenas who attracted settlers to their

prosj>erou3 nbumbua.

That effecting a colonial-type settlement in the disrupted

society of the day was all too easy is illustrated by Livingstone's

twenty-two Kakololo porters. When Livingstone decided to leave the

Zambesi area after the der.th of his wife in l£6r, he found that of his

twenty-five K&kololo porters only three were willing to go hone.

These men had been picked for Livingstone by his friend Chief

Scbituane on a double score of physical fitness and general reliabil¬

ity, It has been suggested that when Iivingstone saw the ravages of

the Yao slave dealers on the peaceable Maganja people, he felt con-

passion for the latter and advised his Makololo men to set up a

powerful paternalistic despotism over these people. This story

illustrates very clearly that as few as twenty-two masterful men

could organize a colonial settlement and be able to hold their own

against the Portuguese force of 3even hundred men led by Major Pinto.

Obviously any foreigner, missionary or European settler, who could
?

appear to be an ally of one tribe against another, was welcome.

1. letter of laws to Dr. G. 3mith ?/6/l880 (M37912), pp. 61 ff.
2. The Makololo story is romantically told by E, Langworthy in This

was my Africa (Stirling Tract Saterprize3, U.3.A. 195C)» pp»30, 64 ff.
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One feature in this state of affairs was that even powerful

chiefs like Mponda of Cape T'aclcor and Kapeni of Blantyre were

willing to let the respective missionaries build up powerful auto¬

nomous entities within their borders. It was only when the

missions prospered as chieftainships in their own right that their

friends would feel they had worthwhile allies in times of need.

That is to say, chiefs did not specifically tell the missionaries

what they were expected to do but hoped that as pood neighbours they

would turn up with their armies in time of need.

(b) Background to missionary ventures in Britain

.David Livingstone's journal, The Zambesi and its Tributaries,

which was published in 1865, focuased British public opinion on the

area of Africa now known as Malawi. Livingstone had been very care¬

ful to appeal to both philanthropic and selfish interests in the

British nation. To rouse the interest of the first roup he

described in horrifying terms the ravages of the slave trade which he

had seen with his own eyes and sug ested that a gun-boat placed on the

Zambesi might stop the trade at its source. To the second group he

explained that the results of his experiments in cotton-growing on

the Lower Shire river were promising, and that this crop was already

1. A comparison can be made with Koshesh of the Tutu who incorporated
the Paris Svangelical Mission into the tribe because he needed their
service to foster loyalty to him among his various tribes which he
wa3 trying to unite. 'Hie Malawi chiefs took the opposite view.
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widely grown by Africans in that area. There was no reason why this

crop should not supplant slaves as an important commodity of exchange.

The Shire Highlands he described as cool and fertile and said that

they could he U3ed for "white settlement". His watchword became

Christianity, Commerce and Civilization; a combination of these

three factors would solve Africa*s ills. Central .Africa was very

suitable for commercial enterprise as the Zanbeai and 3hire rivers

penetrated the interior and could be used for navigation.*
When the mission to Livin stonia was proposed, the beat and most

practical response came from Glasgow merchants while the Church

officials were still engaged in learned argument. Lawa' own church,

the United Presbyterian, flatly refused to set up a mission for

Malawi at laws* suggestion. On the other hand, one of the Glasgow

merchants who supported the venture, James Stevenson, Esq., who gave

the first thousand pounds to the livingstonia Committee, later became

a director of the Central African lakes Co. which was the most im¬

portant trading company in Malawi until the turn of the century. At

one tine Stevenson gave 04»000 to the Committee to be used for build¬

ing a road provided the Mission could set up two stations along the
2

road and use the services offered by his Company. Many others con-

1. 3. Livingstone, The hambe3i and its Tributaries (J. Murray,
London l8op)?x-!P» 7T» 101,etc.

2. Livingstonia Committee Minutes, p. 8(MO7912).
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tributed generously, the Moir brothers for instance, to mention only

two. The Moirs later becrane directors of the Company in L'alawi.

Nevertheless, various groups other than merchants were represented at

Glasgow's first public meeting organised by the International

Association. The "Daily Review" in its editorial of November 11,

1876, reported that the hall was filled and there was only standing

room and that among the dignitaries were Sir Bartle Frere, former

Govern:.'!' <vt the Cape, the Reverend Horace Taller who had been in the

first Universities mission to halawifwi ich was aba*idjr.ad by Bishop

■ViuokooEiq} two V..I'a., quite a number of merchants and clerics. The

meeting unanimously passed a resolution that the Colonial Office be

petitioned to enter into talks with the Scottish Churches with a view

to co-operating in the venture.

At a welcoming home party021 the 21st of February l£?7» the

Edinburgh "Daily Review" reported Dr. I'urray-Kitchel1 as having said

that now that the missionaries had opened the region, "the statesman

of Britain will do their part ... I doubt not the merchants of

Britain will do theirs."

Co-operation between private interests and the g vernoent was not

new. Livingstone's second expedition was partly financed by the

British Government as it seemed that he was on the threshold of major

geographical discoveries. The Government withdrew, however, when no

commercial use could be made of his discoveries. .Then he was supposed

to have been murdered in 1862, hue Government took prompt action by
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aend in. E.I). Youn,. to find out the truth. In 2875 when the Scottish

Churches wanted a leader of their ex edition, the Hoyal h'avy gave them

the loan of Young for two years.

Co-operation continueu even in international affairs. At the

Berlin Conference on Africa in 1885* laws and other members of the

Scottish Churches were there to advise the Foreign Office and it is

obvious they had something to do with the drafting of the article on

missions. The article stipulatedt

All powers exercising sovereign righto and influence in the
aforesaid territories bind themselves to watch over the preser¬
vation of the native tribes ... They shall protect and favour
all religions, scientific and charitable institutions created for
the above aim. Christian missionaries, scientists and explorers
with their followers, property and collections shall likewise be
the objects of special protection.*

Quit® naturally the missionaries wore jubilant, especially when

H.M, Stanley was appointed Governor-General of the Congo ire© State

with instructions to protect missionary bodies and commercial com¬

panies of all nations impartially. They saw this action of the King

of the Belgians, who woo President of the International Association,

as directly stemming from the spirit of international co-operation

shown at Berlin in I885. This action was welcomed by the Free Church

as "likely to result at no very distant day in opening up Central
2

Africa to lawful commerce and Christian civilization'• '

I. Free Church .2 Scotland Record. I/I/I8S5 /hcrcta"'..or called

2. Ibid.. 1/6/1885.
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It is significant that at this early stage of the livingstcnia

Mission Committee in Britain, there wa3 no suggestion of separation

of interests: the commercial interests were freely discussed on the

same level with religious interests, and the merchants felt it their

duty to support financially the missionaries who wanted to open up

Central Africa. It is also interesting to note that civilization was

thought to he composed of three inseparable parts, viz commerce,

Christianity and "good" government. Since the British Government

was taken to he the raodel of "good" government, and very few people

knew or cared to know the form; of African government, no African-led

government could he "good" government#

fc> Lawn and the Mission to Hyaoa/

William laws was horn in 1818 at Kidahill, Old Aberdeen. His

interest in missions was roused early in his life at Sunday Gehool by

the Superintendent, Thomas Henderson of St. Nicholas, Union Grove,

Aberdeen. Henderson used to thrill his charges with stories of

daring and oourago among fioroe trihoonon and mysterious diseases.

Henderson himself qualified for the ministry and left for British

Guiana where he gave long and faithful service. However, poverty pre¬

vented William from entering the ministry as he had to leave school

early to take up a job as a cabinet-maker. His hopes of serving as

a missionary abroad were irretrievably sliattered in a vision in which

he was told he would never be a missionary. He decided to do the
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next beat thing. When he had a son he would dedicate him to God's

service,

William was married to a United Presbyterian elder's daughter,

Christian Gruickahank. On May 28, 1&51» a boy, Robert, was bom to

thi3 marriage, but two years after the birth Christian died of tuber¬

culosis. William, who was now an older at 3t, Nicholas' JTresbyter-

ian Church, "lifted him ^ffioberty over hor coffin and by prayer
2

dedicated him to the service of God in the missionary cause".

The memory of his mother's still face remained with him all his

life. For the next six years Robert lived at Kidshill with hi3

Calvinist grandparents, who taught him to read using the Psalms, the

Shorter Catechism and Calvin's works as set text-books. When

William married Isabella Cot-mack six years later, Robert returned to

live with his father, It was at this time that he met people who

made indelible marks on his life. At Sunday School, he met Miss

Melville who was from time to time throughout his life to come to his

rescue with money and other help when the need arose. Miss Melville

was a remarkable person. Through her Sunday school passed some of

the greatest missionary names in Scotland. She taught the future

Dr. Alexander Robb of Calabar, laws himself, Laws* future wife,

1. Tradition gathered by Rev. A. Caseby, Anstruther, Scotland, who
was Laws' colleague 1922-1933.

2# Laws Memorial Sermon given by Rev. A. Caseby, 26/3/1970» reported
in aSgSI and Journal (Caseby Papers, Anatruther, C. 17).
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Margaret Cray, Margaret *a brother, the future Dr. R. Gray of Home,

Dr. James Webster of Manchuria and Dr. Alex. Cruiokshanks, to mention

only a few.*
Robert Laws* life was far from enviable. From the ago of eight

he helped hl3 father in the carpentry workshop after school and had

no friends at all apart frura Alex Cxuickshanteo and Margaret Gray at

the Sunday School. Isabella, his step-mother, wau a liardened Calvin-

ist who believed in duty rather than love, and was severely cold but

projser in her behaviour. When Robert was twelve, old William had to

close his shop and seek employment with Messrs. A, & J. Ogllvie of

Aberdeen as foreman. Robert felt compelled to abandon his school

career and help by being apprenticed, which he did for half-a-crown a

week. At seventeen he was a qualified cabinet-maker. It now

seemed his hopes of missionary adventure were doomed to frustration.

But, like Livingstone before him, he load kept up his studies by

attending night school and at seventeen, partly with the aid of a

grant given him by Miss Melville, he went to Aberdeen University.

Nevertheless, he could not make ends meet and was compelled to take

up tutoring jobs during his spare time, while during vacations he

often returned to cabinet-making. These were hard times, and often

he was compelled to spend no more than half-a-crown 021 his fod a week.

He wa3 also attacked by small-pox at tiiio time, the marks of which

1. Miss Janet Melville, I896, a pamphlet in Naila Collection.
University of Aberdeen.



remained, on bis face as a sign of the hard tines he had been through.

Be was awarded an K.A. degree when he was twenty and went to medical

school in Glasgow in 1673.* At this time he "beoacio convinced that

he was separated to serve in .Livingstone*3 country (Central Africa).

Bo put tills suggestion to Dr. MacGill of the United s readyterIan

Church's Foreign Missions Committee who pointed out that his cousin
tt.

and former Sunday Schoolmaster Alex Cjmiokshanko would nood help in

Calabar (Nigeria) and that at that very moment they had a ©all for help

from Jamaica. Bis biographer says the wise old clerics of the

Foreign Missions Committee smiled at his suggestion which seemed in-
p

practicable.

Christmas of 1874 found Robert in deep despair, Ms suggestion

of starting a mission to Central Africa now clearly out of the

question. Be was preparing for his licentiate in '.Theology and

apparently working as a missionary at the Small-pox and Fever Hospi¬

tals, Glasgow.^ Unknown to him, ©vents were moving inexorably in his

favour. In that year, a remarkable Jcota missionary, commonly

referred to as Dr. Stewart of Lovedale (South Africa), who wrought

1. Records of the Arts Class, 1868-72, University of Aberdeen.

2. <V.?. Livingstone - laws of Livingstonia (Hodder & Stoughton,
London, 19'l), p. 35; for details of his school days see ibid, pp.
17-40. Sec also hundc-c Courier and Advertiser.6/8/If34 (Caooby
Papers C. 18).

3. Hecord3 of the Arts Class, 1868-7?, University of Aberdeen.



wondrous works in that land whore another Soots missionary, dr. John

Philip, had shed many a tear, had come home on missionary affairs.

Stewart had a remarkable history behind him. In 1861, inspired by

Livingstona's call to Central Africa, he had set out, partly at hia

own expense, to examine the practicability of such a mission. Ho

arrived in Malawi in 1862 and raet Livingstone at dhupanga. This was

Livingstone*s worst time in all hia journeys. The then Reverend J.

Jtewart saw Mrs. Livingstone buried, a victim of malaria, thon known

aa the white man's disease. during the saiae year Bishop Mackenzie's

Mission in that area, founded at Livingstone's instigation, was

abuiidoned when the Bialiop himself fell victim to malaria. Among

those left alive was Horace Waller. Others too were laid low by

malaria, among than Stewart himself, who survived after being bed¬

ridden for tv7o weeks. To crown it all, this populous area was

devastated by the notorious Ajawa slave war. Hot surprisingly, then,

Stew/art went home and abandoned the plans to found a mission there as

impracticable. One thing he had learnt, however. He saw the know¬

ledge of medicine as of vital importance in founding a mission in

unknown regions, so he went to medical school and qualified as a doctor

befox'o being appointed to Lovedale in 186?. Part of Ms business in

Britain in 1874 was "fco share the go d tidings he was bringing from

Lovedalo. The Lovedale Mission had so impressed the tribes in the

neighbourhood of «nat was lenown as British Kaffraria that they

demanded a "second Lovedalo" specially for themselves. Hot being



used to empty talk, the people and their chiefs, according to Br.

Buff (reporting to the Commissioners of the Free Church General

Assembly of 1875)» had "contributed, within tliree months, the sua of

£1,5001 - an achievement, so far as I know, altogether unprecedented

in modern missions"* •

-hose were the glad tidings Stewart had come to sl^ar© with the

home church. But his arrival in London coincided with Livingstone's

funeral. In Scotland, Livingstone*a birthplace, various groups wore

clamouring for a memorial to Scotland's greatest African explorer.

This roused Stewart to his earlier dreams of mission in Central

Africa. Mow with the prestige of Lovedala behind him, the Commiss¬

ioners of the Free Church General Assembly were bound to pay heed.

ILe Olaa ow herald reported his address to the General Assembly in

1874»

... lie would now humbly suggest a3 a truest memorial of
Livingstone ... an institution ... to teach the truths of the
gospel and arts of civilize^ life to tl)& natives of the country
... in Central Africa ... / which would/ grow into a great
centre of commerce, civilisation and Christianity. And this he
would call Livingstenia.

Tho scheme was given wide and enthusiastic coverage by the

a. A. Buff - Xi... o.uni Fission t . lake (Ait explaiiatory otato-
ment to the Commission of the Free Church of Jcotland 3/3/1875)*
Church of Scotland Library, Edinburgh, A 3^0, p. 4*

C-as.-ow Herald. 10/6/1G74.article entitled "Livingstonia". C.3.
Library, A 3C0.
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national newspapers* The Ball-/ '^e2e, xa h remarked that the ooheme

v/as "a design which ia calculated to produce important results for

the regeneration of Africa, while it establishes the "boat of memorials

to the illustrious Livingstone!"

the hlauftovf herald commented on Stewart's scheme, "Certainly no

proposal now Before tho public lialf so worthily embodies the idea of

Livingstone's life#

It Is not surprising that at tho first public meeting in Glasgow

hold to raise £10,000 a3 initial capital for the Mission, Co,620 5®«

waa premised, while at a similar meeting in Edinburgh £3,000 was

raised. It had boon assuited all along that Stewart would lead what

was now called tho Livingatonla Jiiaaion, but the Africans of Kaffraria

were still waiting for their Lovedalo. Sense of duty forbade him to

lead the Livingstonia tSiaaion# It also turned out that the medical

student, fir# Black, when they had supposed would fill Stewart's role

as medical missionary, would not write hia finula for a further two

years. Meanwhile tho other Scots churches were co-operating with

the free Church as beat they could in a venture which public opinion

preferred to call "a national memorial"# Hie Reformed Presbyterian

Church offered £1,000 to the Free Church's iiviagefconia Committee#

Br* A. Buff, Secretary of the Foreign ttiaoiona Committee of the Froe

Church, was al3o in contact with the Established Church's Foreign

1* Newspaper reports 10/6/1874*- (C.3. Library, A 360)*
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Missions Comtaituoe. These two would oo-operate by sending an

observer, A, Henderson, who would, work with the livingstania Mission

until he was able to sot up on his own as an advance post for a

future mission that Church which ,aa being recruited• Dr. Maoeill

of the United Presbyterian Church remembered hi3 difficulty in

placing hobert Laws# It has been suggested that it was Miss Janet

Melville who thought up an ingenious plant the Presbyterian Church

of dt. Ilicholaa would loan Jr, II. laws to the ireo Church for a

period of two years, The church offered to pay for his outfit a.ad

keep during the time he would servo in Central Africa# This was

accepted, so dr. laws set out for Malawi as deputy to It. E.i), Toung,

who had also been borrowed (from the Aoyal Mavy), to load the

ex, edition for two years. The loan of two years turned out to be

two-aiid-fifty years in all.



CHAPTER II

PIOIiJEil DAY I : PI-. --.GIPG k k.I.-T

tl6n
IntroducatiOH

This chapter will deal specifically with two theme3, that of

relating the missionary message with British interests as against

those of ortugal, and the r6le of chief that was thrust upon Laws by

circumstances. Taking into account the various group® which supported

the livingstonia Mission in Scotland, it is only to be expected that the

missionaries they sent out to Africa would be as patriotic as them¬

selves. As pointed out in Chapter I, these interests could be iden¬

tified a3 Protestant Christianity, commerce and good government which

would seal the achievements of the first two. Working against the

enemies of Britain was a duty any Englishman would have taken as a

matter of course, but Laws even more so because his countrymen had en¬

trusted him with the memorial of their national hero, Livingstone.

This patriotic rQ'lc, which could have been anti-Germany or anti-French,

depending on circumstances, is closely interwoven with the role of

chief which he began to play among the Lake Nyasa tribes. This rdle

is of crucial importance in understanding laws' contribution to the

whole period of colonisation in Malawi, because it was about winning

over these tribes that Britain and ortugal were quarrelling, and Laws'

place among the African chiefs gave him special influence over those
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settled in the mission, as well as over the neighbouring tribes. An

irreconcilable factor, however, was that his temperament as well as his

specific instructions from the Home Church were against the assumption

of a political role, which they saw as threatening undesirable con¬

sequences.

fct\ Dr. laws and the -'ortu. ue.'.e

It was not mere jiatriotic prejudice which drove Dr. laws to

associate his mission with British interests a3 opposed to those of

Portugal. From the beginning laws had reasonable cause to be sus¬

picious of the Portuguese. She Portuguese disputed the Scotsmen's

claim that the Lake Nyaaa regions were given to them by Livingstone.

They quoted a number of their own explorers who had preceded Living¬

stone, Alfonso de Albuquerqxie arid Cameons being only two of them.'*
Laws' missionary party going into the interior was therefore regarded

with suspicion by the Portuguese who decided to impose restrictive

duties at Cjuillimane on goods bound for the interior. Apart from

anything else, the livingstonia missionaries would have considered this

a3 enough cause for enmity with Portugal.

Perhaps the greatest cause of contention between the ortuguese

and the 1lyingstonia Mianion was that Young, the leader of the mission¬

aries in the first two years, in his published journal accused the

1, A.B. Young, mission to P.,-una - a Joum.1 .r Auvcnturea (J. Murray,
London, It'll), p. 194.
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Portuguese of trading in slaves. jjnong Young*3 allegations was one to

the effect that the Portuguese administration in Mozambique was heavily

dependent on self-confessed criminals. Two of these officials load

openly "boasted to him about their part in the slave trade. According

to Young:, the Matabele, the Banyai and Batonga tribes who did not en¬

gage in slave trading themselves but who were keen to buy women and

children in order to increase their populations, did so from the

Portuguese*

Dr. Iaw3 saw Portuguese ambitions in more practical terns. If

the Portuguese were successfully to claim Malawi as their sphere of

influence, then in all probability Protestant missions would have to

give way to Roman Catholicism, .Vhile he was at huillimsne in 1C79

he took the opportunity of finding out what evidence cotild be used

against the Portuguese claim to Malawi. In a letter to Dr. Stewart

of lovedale he claimed that the Portuguese had friendly relations with

Matipwiri, a slave-trading chief in the dhire Highlands. Should the

Portuguese decide to formalise relations with him, British interests

in that region would be jeopardised. These highlands had been des¬

cribed by Livingstone as fit for white settlement and wore actually

the heart of the quarrel between the I ortuguese and the British.

Laws* piece of intelligence" was not as irrelevant to the correctness

1. Ibid.: trade restrictions p. 203, Portuguese slavery p. 200;
see also pp. 196 if. There i3 a comical side to Young's accus¬
ations, for Portuguese Viscount de Abriaga accused Young of having
"asked fee (i.e. "bought) 2-,000 African carriers" from the Portuguese
(p. 217).
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or incorrectness of the Portuguese claim as it would appear today.

The missionary case for requiring Lritain to assume administrative

powers in Malawi was "based on the assumption that Britain would be

morally better fitted to assume the "burden" of administration than

would Portugal. Perhaps more fearful news was that the Portuguese

were sending two of their administrators ostensibly on holiday to spy

out the condition of affairs in the highlands.^" Two days later,

laws wrote a more urgent letter. He had discovered that the

Portuguese were planning to open a strategic highway from ..uillimane

to the foot of Mount tflanje which is situated in the highlands. He

added that he was not writing directly to British Consul Br. J. Kirk

at Zanzibar because "you will know better how to put the natter than

X do".2

Missionary antagonism towards the Portuguese remained until

Britain was persuaded in 1890 to coloni.se Malawi in direct opposition

to Portuguese claims, end this is a subject that will be discussed in

Chapter III. For the moment, however, it is enough to say that Laws

undertook the work of an intelligence officer due to the absence of

regular Foreign Office officials in Couth Central Africa at the time.

At the same time the missionaries believed that the scramble for the

1, Laws to Br. Jtewart, 26/7/1879 (M37876).
2. laws to Br. Ctewart, 28/7/1879 (M-7876).
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Sliire Highlands would, be decided in Britain's favour if public opinion

in iSurope could "be shown that the native tribes of these areas were

friends and allies of the Hnglioh against the Portuguese.

tb) lawn in the Chiefly iole

Relations with native tribes were complicated by two factors.

There were very many petty chiefs in the country and the African tribe3

took the chiefly position a3 the nucleus of all organization. As has

already been shown in Chapter I, even the slave trade and the Moslem

religion were centred at chiefly courts. Successful merchants like

Mlozi became chiefs; 3one merchants, indeed, became chiefs in order to

engage in the slave trade more successfully. The conditions for chief¬

taincy were simple - a following, wealth, and the means to defend the

first two from external enemies. This naturally implied administration

of justice, including the death sentence, and getting involved in

"alliances" with other tribes in time of war. laws felt he could not

A

accept the role a chief wa3 supposed to play, especially the political

jurisdiction involved in it. His temperament too, being shy, reserved

and unassertive, was unsuitable for the duties African society demanded

of him. Secondly, the Foreign Missions Committee had drawn up clear

instructions baaed on the missionary experiences of Dr. A. Duff of

India, which excluded political jurisdiction.

Dr. A. Duff had laid down under the heading; "General Attitude to

the Natives" /thalTJ
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/Natives ~J require much explanation in all dealings with then;
they fear and respect a man who under the discipline of self-control
is habitually quiet and firm in his demeanour, and who never loses
his temper# In no case break your word to teem, even though you
have raade a mistake in a bargain, or in promising too much in any
payment. On the other hand, in no caae lot them, through un uarded-
ness or want of proper enquiry on your part over-reach you. At
all times make bargains perfectly clear. wpunaol peace always
between tribes and neighbours and in any case of tribal difficulty
do not take any side, if you can ^asibly avoid taking it - remember
that simple acta of kindness and courtesy are never thrown away, even
cn a savave neoule.L

It never occurred to the living;■> tenia Committee tiiat any of their

missionaries would be considered by the natives of the lake districts

as chiefs in a foreign land, and above all that it would be an everyday

occurrence for them to summon offenders, 3it in the seat of judgement

and even administer justice, a whipping, deportation or oven the death

sentenceJ Nor did Dr. laws himself relish such a position, Mr.

Caseby writes about him as very shy and reserved, a man who would

definitely have preferred the routine job of shepherding souls to God,
2

away from the prominence of a chief.

dr. laws himself is very emphatic about avoiding such responsibi¬

lities. Jhould "civilized" government become a necessity, he would
a

prefer that^/layman, kr. J. Stewart, C.3., or even the African Lakes
Company, be given the power to act as administrators while he himself

kept to his own chosen field:

Personally, ray opinion is that the less a missionary has to do
with the government of a country os an active agent himself in its

1. Christian .xoros.sj 1.iv.IhCl (N.I,.;. 1137906),
2. Caseby Papers (C. 16 in Caseby's own library).
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administration, the closer will he get to the hearts of the people
and the greater influence will he have on their lives.

In the letter already quoted, laws argued that there was a choice

between a passive policy, such as was followed in the Couth Pacific

Islands where missionaries had no military defence whatever and lived

at the mercy of the chiefs, and a regular colony which would be organ¬

ized on the basis of autonomy. Perhaps it should be mentioned here

that the missionaries of the sister Church of Jcotland Blantyre Mission

were in no such difficulties as to what policy to follow. Dr. MacHae,

their loroign Missions Secretary, had told the Reverend Duff Macdoaald

of Blantyre Mission that that station was to be organized as a regular
2

colony, the nucleus of a projected Christian state. Macdonald him¬

self appears to have been the exact opposite in character to Dr. laws,

explosive and not afraid of embroiling himself in a controversy. He

was therefore the more willing to act as an administrator and, if need

be, to enforce hi3 will on tlie natives by force of anas. This differ¬

ence between the two leaders is very important because, though holding

widely different theories concerning their relationships with natives,

and being themselves different in temperament, both men in practice

followed very similar policies. Circumstances, indeed, did not give

then any choice.

1. letter of It. laws to Dr. C. Smith,2/6/1860 . <.!• <. &37216),
pp. 66 ff.

2. iV.P. Livingstone, laws of Iivin.-.stonia. p. 171 •
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That Laws was not given a choice in hits relationships with natives

was partly due to the natives' expectations of the Englishmen* One of

the reasons why the African tribes were eager to have mission stations

in their areas was that they reckoned the English night prove to be

useful allies, especially if the tribes were small and often molested

by bigger ones. E.3. Young say3 the Kakololo exploited their friend¬

ship with the English with devastating effect in relation to a detach¬

ment of the Ma Viti (probably the l%oni). He says:

Two days after, the Ma Viti detachment passed rae on their way
back to the hills. They were still very nervous in my presence, but
it was entirely owing to the fearful stories told them by the
Makololo concerning: no - of course with an object! do long as they
can impress the I'c Vjti that they have ouch powerful allies no the

they con-yjder themselves safe from all molestation on thoir
part.-1

Perhaps the most important factor loading to the assumption of

chiefly status by Dr. laws wa3 his abhorrence of slavery. This abhor¬

rence was no secret, and runaway slaves therefore often resorted to the

mission stations at Cape 1'aclear and Blantyre as centres of refuge.

These former slaves virtually became "citizens" in the new community in

which the white men (Azungu) were chiefs. Besides, the status of

"mission-boy" was not an empty honour: the mission subjects were the

best-clothed by virtue of their proximity to the labour market, and to

all intents and purposes the Europeans could defend their territories.

There are a few entries in Dr. laws' diaries which clearly reveal that

1. E.D. Young, ■ is3ion to lyasa. p. 212.
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to the African mind he was no less than a chief. One entry reads:

Today Makandanje "brought a man and his two wive3, wishing to
settle here. They came from Tshipole ... told them they could have
a month's trial under the usual conditions.!

During Dr. J. Stewart'3 visit a subject of Mpemba'3 came to the

mission station:

He was in a woeful condition ... and 3aid that he and twenty-
one others were about to be sold by Mpemba, a slaving neighbour of
ours ... We approached the island cautiously. They exhibited no
fear. They seemed to know at once that they were now under pro¬
tection that would always prevent them "being sold". ... if any one
comes here simply to escape being sold, we shall protect him to the
utmost. In the evening they slumbered peacefully in several huts,
after an abundant supper and under a flag which expressed to them
what they called the protection of the dnglish. 2

This exemplifies clearly-defined terms perhaps widely known by the

Africans of the surrounding district.

Another case cited in hi3 diary is that of Ilopa:

... a man Ropa, having' squatted in a Livingstonia village, committed
a crime of rape on a girl of tender years. He received twenty-four
stripes and was deported.3

All these cases reflect the emergence of an area of authority or

chieftainship governed on a regular system of laws, complete with penal

deterrents when necessary. But how was it that a man like Laws, who

was opposed to taking over political jurisdiction, could have put him¬

self at the head of such a state? The Ropa affair illustrates Laws'

1. Laws, Diary. 10.iv.lo80 (m.U.L. Gen. 5^3 +).
2. J. Stewart, Livingstonia: Its Ori in (Andrew Sliot, Edinburgh 1894*

prepared for the Foreign Missions Committee of the F.C.3. for private
circulation), pp. 64 ff.

3. Lavra, Diary. 13.x.1880.
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dilemma. Macdonald. of IOantyre had become aware of en African custom

which was bound to involve any missionary in trouble. He says:

For instance, if a headman of Kumpama'3 go and say "Chenyono
has killed a subject of mine, I have caught a subject of hia and
want to kill him," the chief's answer will be, "He has done you
wrong, do according to your heart,

This would mean the missionary would have to chop off the offend¬

er's head if he was the offended paxtyl This is a situation the

livingstonia Committee hau not envisaged. In hope's case, though it

was agreed that he was to receive twenty-!our stripes, nobody was willing

to inflict the sentence, and it seems dr. laws was actually saved the

actual administration of the lash by African evangelist A'illiam Koyi,

Nevertheless, the final responsibility lay with him. It appears laws

had come to terns with the reality of administering punislaaent in the

form of the whip anu had decided to take Deuteronomy XXV,3 as a guide.

The verse reads:

Forty stripes save one he nay give hia and not exceed; lest
if he should exceed and beat him above these with many stripes, then
thy brother should seen vile to thee.

It should be added that consistently with hia sensitive nature,

Laws called a halt at twenty-three in Ropa's case because he was sick at

the sight. In another similar case of a thief, mentioned by hi3 bio¬

grapher, laws was hesitant to punish the self-confessed thief so that

the Africans laughed - "Hal the English talk plenty but they don't

1. D. Kacdonald, Africans. Vol, II (dlmpkin, Marshall & Co., London
1£«2), pp. 255 - 257.
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punish."^
But Laws could only have "been pressed into assuming this important

role if he had no choice. He was in fact well placed to play it.

livingstonia Mission impressed the natives as a comparatively very

wealthy and powerful city state. He had the largest boat on the lake,

the Ilala. and when he wrote home that the Arabs and Swahili who still

carried on the slave trade on the Lake tried to shy away from the boat,
2

he probably did not quite comprehend his reputation as a powerful chief.

The Arab dhows were no match for the steam-driven Ilala either in

speed or in carrying capacity. This reminded his enemies of his

ability to pursue them on water as well as on land.

As an individual, he was probably handling more commercial goods

than any single chief in the neighbourhood. In 1886 he wrote home with

justifiable pride of the new-found prosperity enjoyed by his followers

since his arrival in Malawi:

It may interest commercial friends to know that the Living¬
stonia Mission has been the pioneer in opening up a new market,
which has already drawn over 50,000 yards of cotton, twenty-five
tons of beads, seven tons of soap, besides other varieties too
numerous to be detailed here.3

Ifor was he less zealous in developing the commercial thorough¬

fares. The Livingstonia Mission engaged fully-qualified engineers

from time to time \mtil this aspect of its mission was taken over

1. iV.P. Livingstone, laws of livingstonia. p. 135»
2. itecord. i/12/1875'• "Livingstonia".
3. letter to the l-.d.J. Record (1886), p. 110.
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by ihe fii-.it colonial government. ;r. l&.vs' first

civil engineer was James Jtewart, C...., who built a seventy-mile road

avoiding the Lurchiaon Cataracta on the ohire liiver, the cost oi' which

was shared with the Church of Jcotla.ul Ilantyre 111 so ion. It was while

James Jtewart was surveying on ambitious scheme to connect the north of

Lake Syaaa, to Tangsaiyika Territory that he died in 1886."1'
The significance of Laws' commercial role should not be under¬

estimated. '»© have seen how the weaker chiefs boasted of their friend¬

ship with the English aa a means of frightening their enemies. At

the same tine, those so-called fierce and war-like tribes, like

Hbelwa's Ilgoni, for instance, were quite jealous of Dr. laws' work

among the weaker tribes, not only for the protection afforded by the

mission, but particularly because the mission brought economic benefits

to these tribes.

A closer examination of the circumstances leading to the famous

Oriels in Angoni-lend" in 1888 will help to bring this point home.

The warrior igoni were traditional enemies of' tlie Tonga, among whom

Laws' Bandawe Mission was situated. The Hgoni, who addressed laws as

the "chief of the Mission' resented his residence among the Tonga, as

this precluded any wars with them. This serves to emphasise the point

already made that this was possible only because the English were

1. James Jtewart, not to be confused with his cousin, dr. James Stewart
of iovedale. I have also pointed out in Ch. I that the Malawi
Africans were the only bridge-builders in Central Africa so that laws'
ability in that respect was not surprising to then.
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thought to le too ixnverfui to attack and that their presence among the

'Ionga was taken aa evidence ox their sympathies with that group# In

tliia case, however, there was more to it. Dr. laws, having won

l.'belwa'a confidence by his practice of medicine, used his influence to

conclude a treaty with hbelwa in which the latter agreed not to attack

any tribe3 in the vicinity of the Mission, Taking advantage of this

treaty, the Tonga built up a s/aat confederation in the neighbourhood of

Laadawe and began to pose a threat to Ugoni supremacy. They also

encouraged the escape of tiieir women and children who had been captured

by the Ngoni in earlier wars."^
In I887» libelwa sought to be rid of the military predicament he

had put himself in by agreeing to a treaty with Dr. laws. He had a

second reason for so doing, in that the bandawe Mission had in effect

brought economic prosperity to their enemies, which the section led by

his brother Mtwaro seemed to believe was a more important consideration

than the- first. In the milandu called in August 1887 by the Ngoni

prime minister (tlie chief did not participate directly in these

debates), Laws was summoned before the parliament and presented with a

reasoned case. Jitwaro's party challenged Laws to abandon Bandawe

Mission Station and to build hi3 head station in Ekwendenl among them¬

selves, which was sensible both strategically and commercially. Dr.

Elmalie noted the emphasis of the second reason rather than the first:

1. 1 «U. . liecord, l.lv.1885, p. 141, lor laws' attempts to encourage
a Tonga confederacy see livingstone, Iaw3 of Livin/::;Ionia, p. 170.



.it lo not missionaries v.-ese outsider.; asiia' / Libeiwa's
brothers ~I tut the wealth v.'c are qu-t oeed to f ive; rm-J because they
desire to attack the A ton,-a. which they cannot do, becau e friends of
Morabera /i.e. Dr. laws __/ are living at Bandawe, and has hitherto
prevented war being carried to the hake in fulfilment of a promise
made to Br. laws many yearn ago.*

In accordance vrith their desire to participate in the commercial

benefits of the mission, the Hgoni hed for a long time been willing to

let Br. Hlmslie, whom they saw as Br. laws1 representative, settle among

then, with the proviso that he would not teach their children the gospel

of love and peace. The Ngomi, after a reasoned argument with him,

came to the conclusion that imbibing the Christian religion as taught

by hlmalie would mean the end of war as a way of life.
■ J 7 ■

j.frican evangelist dilliam iCoyi, in a letter to the Becord, ex¬

plains how the %oni at JTbelwa's court were unwilling to listen to the

gospel at all and occasionally used veiled threats of deportation if he

did not comply with their requests for gifts:

To some extent, especially among the head chiefs, it i3
necessary to comply with these requests, but to do ao, to the extent
the Angoni wish, would be to permit the imposition of blackmail
which would be ruinous to the progress of the country.2

The results of this great ralLmdu show how the status and influ¬

ence of this great white Chief could liave ramifications beyond the

tribes with which he had direct dealings. The Ngoni could have a free

hand in the west towards Bemba-land and in the south where the Chiten¬

ch! Tonga wexNi as yet unaffected by the teaching of the missions.

1. , , . l.vili.l£,E7 (:l.J .J
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But at all costs tho Tonga in the vicinity of the Bandawe Mission were

not to "be molested.* The ifgoni of ?itwaro*3 district were to have their

own mission station after all.

Perhaps "by far the moat important result was the appearance of a

peace party, presumably sympathetic to the missionary cause, among tho

Ngoni. In tiie long run this could have tlie effect of destroying tlie

coherence of tiie tribe which normally acted on a consensus of opinion.

Br. lav/a, writing after tiie first great ndlanuu. says:

The upland mission had produced such an effect that the once
wild Zulu tribe found themselves face to face with the question,
shall we forever abandon war, lay aside tiie spear, and accept the
word of Go<??2

In the same letter, he hastened to add tliat temporarily "tiie war-

loving (traditionalist) portion of the tribe had gained tiie ascendant,

provoked by the ^rab slave-traders". Trouble witli tlie Arabs arose from

the depredations of an unruly warrior ..roup which had attacked an Arab

caravan, thus provoking the latter to revenge. The Arabs were in fact

mustering a force of three thousand guns, while at tlie same titue their

traditional enemies, tiie Tonga, were waiting to strike a simultaneous

blow should the Arab threat materialise. This led to a second %oni

crisis in 1886, and dr. laws was once more summoned to give his opinion

at the milandu. ~uirlier Br. laws iiad written to Br. Jmiths

dhould these two parties come to blows, there will be cruel and
bloody work indeed, a}'ore significantly Br. hlmslie thinks that
were it coning to its worst, Korabera would fake refuse in the mission

!• ibid.. l.iii.1868

2. Ibid., l.xii.1887, p. 364.
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2
house.

There was nothing new in factionalism in tribal politics, but the

emergence of a faction whose ultimate source of strength was outside the

trfbe was a new element in tribal politics. Left to themselves, the

factions were always in a state of continuous motion, finding new levels

of equilibrium among themselves. hut this would be impossible if one

faction, ratiter than come to terms with other factions, should seek

refuge in the mission house. The influence of the Livingstonia Mission

was moving towards destroying the internal checks and balances within

the 'coni tribe, and indeed between the different tribes in the Lake

districts as well. This had the effect of weakening- tribal resistance

to foreign aggression, and this was Dr. laws* major contribution to the

ikapire, a subject to which we ahull return in Chapter III.

The notorious IIantyre affair of l£BO-hl which arose from the

ill-treatment of Africans at the Church of Scotland Elantyre Mission

was an important landmark in the development f Laws' mission in
A

Central Africa. It was also a challenge to the chiefly role of a

missionary.

(£) it,-re d'fr: iz

The Blantyx-e Affair shows how the combination of tlixee factors,

the gospel, trade and the European obsession for so-called "civilized"

government, faced with the realities of each man for himself in Malawi

1. I>r. laws to Dr. G. Smith, x «C.S» ecox-d. 5.iii.l £'7»
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at the time, could lead to extrcaaou. Ihe Church of Scotland was horri¬

fied at 1-acdcualu* a assumption of civil Jur isdiction over the Africans,

while the iivin.,3 tenia Committee aaintaiaed. throughout the debate that

Laws was never at any time guilty of assuming civil jurisdiction. 'fhe

committees of both churches apoke from a .proas misunderstanding of the

realities of power in Malawi and lawn did not say anything unless asked.

'theoretically, Macdonald had acted properly according to instruc¬

tions from Sr. KlacHae of tho Church of Scotland Foreign Fission Commit¬

tee. KacBae had encouraged the execution of justice in relation to

Africans in certain situations. The Church of Scotland as a body

repudiated kacEac * a views which were given to kacdonald privately.

Kaehae, however, held his position, arguing that .Vacdonald was guilty

of excesses, but net of a departure from principle. It was A.

Chimaide's pamphlet which described the offences he had seen committed

while elephant-hunting in the Blaatyre area. Describing one such

, * 1crime, he wrote:

Flogging with the whip /which he had brought to England, three-
and-a-half-inches wide/ is an everyday occurrence, three lath; in one
day getting upwards of 100 lashes; and it is a fact that after being
flogged on several occasions, 3ait has been rubbed on their bleeding
baclca.

Another charge was tho waging of war on neighbouring tribes. In

one such cane Macdonald and a lay missionary, i'enwick, had led the war

party:

2. A. CLirnside, i.h.G.C., The Ilgotpq-e l.'laslonarics - discreditable
Disclosures (V/. Ridgway, 1&79), p. 14.



/At the/ first streak.: of dawn ... the usual hour for suri>riaiag:
an energy in Africa ... /Za a reauljp7 ... nine killed was the loss
of those opposed to the mission party. There have teen several
previous wars to the above and subsequent one, but all have arizen
3ince the sho tin,, of the native for Hie alleged murder of the
woman#1

The "shooting of the native" was a horrible affair indeed. The

native was sentenced by a hurriedly-gathered tribunal arid sentenced to

death by shooting. A volley of shots wounded but aid not kill the nan,

until an African chief who was standing nearby, in his compassion at the

suffering- caused the man, forcibly took Macuonald'a gun and despatched

the victim.

Duff Uacdonald, who was dismissed by the Church of Scotland, to¬

gether with Fenwick and Buchanan, was unrepentant and hi a own Africans

in fact authenticates Chirnoide*a horror stories. He confesses in

one case that, even while tire Church of Scotland's Commissioner nr.

Rankin was still making- hia enquiries at Elantyre, an African, resident

in tlit mission city state, refused to undertake some compulsory labour

which was thought an essential service:

lie was then told tliat his home would be burned down, when he
replied that he did not care; and the result was that he sat with
his family and looked on until his house was reduced to ashes.

Unashamedly, he goes on to say that this type of discipline "is indeed
2

the only kind of justice they are familiar with"# Dr. Rankin impli¬

cated Dr. Laws in tire excesses committed at Elanlyre:

1. it. Ci.irn.3iue, Elan tyre Eissionarios# pp. . C ff.
2. n. xu&cdoraud, rft-fludDgf* t Vol# - pp. *-35*' 5T*
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At the time of the murder there were present at hiantyre, from
Livingstonia, Dr. Laws and some others, who assisted in the first
enquiries, and expressed their views as to the suitable punishment,
i.e. capital punishment. at the time of execution, these visitors
had left again, so the final responsibility ro3ts with the Blantyre
people themselves.

More painful to the I'ree Church was Dr. nankin's conclusion that "the

itvingstonia rulers at Blantyre of course originated this system".x

Since Mr. A. Henderson'3 confessed failure to run Blantyre in 1877*

Dr. Laws and other livingstonia missionaries had been taking turns to

keep an eye on Blantyre until Macdonald, the new head, found his feet.

Dr. G. Graith and the i'ree Church officials were quick to defend the

Livingstonia missionaries' conduct. To Laws, Dr. Smith wrote of

Dr. itankin:

That unhap y man Dr. nankin keeps /writing/7 the Scotsman a
series of letters of so un-Christian character, some that ,/are aimecy
to detract from all others - that his own Church of the Blantyre
Mission are (sic!) severely damaged, while scoffers at all Christian
missions have material that delights them.2

Dr. Laws, describing a murder which occurred during his superin¬

tendence at Blantyre, wrote cautiously of his own part in it, " ...

after some trouble, he y/chief Kapeni/ began to see that we did not feel

inclined to Joke about murder and he ... promised to find out the person."

But Iaw3 was so conscious of the explosive nature of civil jurisdiction

that he added a request for guidance "in view of such a thing happening

1. Cirritian hxwreas. I.iv.l88l,

2. G. Gmith, Private Letter to Dr. Laws, 10.iii.l88l (MS7B97)*
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at livlngatonia". He liad good reason, for the livingstonia Mission

at Gape Kacleor was fast rroving and lumbered at the time three hundred

and t^onty-sevon souls.

Contrary to common helief then and now that f'acdonald and laws

followed different policies the major diver once lay only in their
2

neraonalities, not in their policies in relation to native).

Africans would probably put it in their am idiom, and say that Laws

was a chief worried by his heart while Hacdonald was a chief without

worries of the heart (i.e. conscience). Their careers, tfcon, differ

in practice hut not in theory.

laws* hio;rapher cites an untraced letter to f'acdonald, probably

before his war* v/ith a neighbouring; village:

For your own sake be cautious. To overpower the natives with
the arras you have would be a comparatively easy matter compared with
fighting the public at heme for the rest of your life.3

Ilow true these words werej Yet the two men both believed in the

necessity of having the nucleus of a Christian state, Macdonald uncom¬

promisingly and Sr. laws cautiously as was his nature. In a letter to

Sr. Smith, he argues that in fact the nucleus cf a Christian 3tate form¬

ed round the mission station would impress the natives an to the bene¬

fits of Christianity. But, seeing that this would be an explosive

issue, he suggested that Mr. James Stewart be appointed civil magistrate

1. letter from R. laws to Rev. T, Main (113767b), pp. 24: ff.
«• Siatoariaa «. Uoluberg In

(Scandinavian University Books, 1^66), pp. 236 ff., gives as late as
Ijbb the orthodox view that Laws had nothing to do with jurisdiction
as practised at 1lantyre, either there or at livingstonia. This ie
alco laws' biographer's view ( •»'. . livings tone, laws of livin; •stonla).

3. i7.P. living-stone, 00. cit., p. 170.
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in the livingstenia Mission area." This would follow the precedent

i

Blantyre under -•» MaedCiiald. Choreas hacdonald would confess as to

what he was atout, Dr. Laws kept his peace unless compelled to speak.

In a letter to Laws, Smith wrote of the Hantyre affair:

As in this natter, it has been said privately that you on one
occasion administered fourteen or twelve stripes to a man guilty of

As a matter of fact, the foreign Missions Committee only received an

account of the Rope affair after this runour, at their specific request,

years after the case. It is also interesting; to note tliat, whereas

the whip used by Lacdonald was three-and-a-half inches wide, the one

quoted by laws was one-and-a-half inches wide.

In addition, laws maintained a prison service of sorts. In his

diary an entry of 10th April 2'80 reads?

Kaliwinge let out of prison today. 'Idols, who had to supply
his fooa, certainly did not keep him on short commons.

Another fellow, i'lolo, was fined six yards of calico by laws for

stealing iipeabc's boat. He was however given the option of restitution

of the boat."

In another case, one of Mpembe's men was summoned to Dr. laws*

1. livingstonia Committee minutes ( .1.1. IU7912), pp. 66 ff.
2. C. doith, itivats Letter to Dr. laws, 10.Ui«l88l^ (N.L.S* 1j7c97)»
3. Ima, Diary. 3/3/1881,
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court. He refused to comply, and shot tftasima, the messenger, with

an arrow. The wound "was hound up and I!, put next door till next day

when he would he lodged in prison",1 There is an interesting tradition

that laws had a special seal which depicted "blood and that this Was

given to the messenger who on showing the sign of "blood invariably

impressed the natives as a .aeaae iger of the great white chief,

laws at one time wrote of the realities of life in Malawi:

Q&LJZl-JK -V>tance3 horn,.. and. au. feago gf an
Pi\ ;"d\ero pyvl/ihm. ,^.3 X*L ygfees h^v ■ .C..»

sharp and decisive ...

Besides, any family "allowed to settle with us must submit to the dis¬

cipline enforced"• But he preferred to be ruled by consents "here

at Gape M&clear we are the rulero by voluntary assent of the people

«2
♦ • ♦

"hero is no doubt therefore that the circumstances prevalent in

Malawi led the sister missions to carve out earthly princedoms as a

matter of survival in the absence of an overriding African power. As

to the short-term results, Hacdonald, Fenwick r.nd Buchanan of Blantyre

were dismissed. The subsequent careers of Fenwick and Buchanan are

interesting as a reflection on the character judgement of the Commission¬

ers, Fenwick murdered Makololo chief Chipntula in If:84 in a drunken

brawl and as an act of revenge. Chipatula's sons chopped his head off

and hanged it on a very high pole in their village as a lesson to all

1 *

2, law's (.0 duith, ~/o/l:-£Q& (li.l.d, -7£■)'!)•
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white men who passed through their village, Buchanan became a prosper¬

ous coffee-planter, having been at one time Acting Consul of British

Central Africa (now Malawi),"'' The JBlantyre Mission was reorganised

under dr. C. Scott aid it dropped its expansionist aims, dr. laws

having: been exonerated from direct implication was left untouched, The

Blantyre Affair, however, left him a maty memory and his realisation

that political jurisdiction over Africans was a sensitive issue was

reinforced more than ever. He began to see that a native state in

Which the mission played the role of adviser night not b^ possible after

all. direct colonial rule was a necessity,
"

... but id 'lew of the scramble for Africa Zl&75 +7 ••• this
.1. ;i. •. •J7 could hardly If- ex -co • d. ,:<fore > opod Tya : id
would become a British Protectorate,"^

Ht the same time the conclusions of the Elaatyre Coramisaionors

could not change the realities of power in Central Africa, so, despite

the Affair, circumstances often forced the livingstenia Mission to

act contrary to instructions. In 1886 the people of dymberi, a north¬

ern xvonde group, killed twelve of the Mission porters passing tlirough

their country. Hymberi definitely expected retaliation, perhaps 'war,

for lie sent spies to the Mission to solicit intelligence as to the

Mission's supposed line of action. To laws, perhaps with the Blantyre

1. langv/ortl^r, This ..a^i *,y ^J'rlca, p, 1241 for Berwick and fox-
J. Xucltanan sea H.h. Johnston, British Central Africa. p. 68.

2. n. raws, ..^unisconccs of i iviiv:3tonla (Oliver & Boyd, London 1934),
?. 63.



Affair in mind, force was out of the question, hut something had. to be

done quickly if the Mission was to rerain the oo^ifiuenc© of i vd jx>r Lara

The Eeverend Alexander Bain was sent to hold a nilandu with Nymberi, to

which the latter reluctantly agreed. Bain left ITymberi in no doubt

that the white men could fight but that they would only do this if he

refused the peace treaty. To seal the peace treaty , Nyxaberi would

have to pay a return visit to the Mission (B&ndawe) and see the white

Chief there. It is clear from Tyiaberi's pains, the Spie3, the hideout

in which A. Bain found him and the- numerous gifts he lavished on Lin,

that he- wa3 under no illusion# that if a trial of strength came things

might not be too easy for him.1
In the following year, 1867» laws' handling of the M'Currie case

proved him to be a decisive and shrewd chief. Mr. M'Currie was super¬

vising a large group of Africans in brick-making at Bandawe. harrier

Mrs. Ith.'s had observed, Ths people round uc wore becoming bold and

insolent and one day Mr. M'Currie'a workers refused to work up to his

requirements; no uoutt they annoyed him greatly." In a fit of temper

it seems, "he fired a gun which contained small shot and in this moment

of self-forg©tiulness he wounded half a doaan."

Laws, on hearing this, and trying to prevent "tales from being

carried*', bandaged tiiose who had been wounded, assessing their woundst
2

"The wounded received cloth according to damage done.'

1* ■■ In*p ... - ■ oc^o.ut t *i.vix#lc6c, p. 11.
2. latter of Mrs. laws to her parents, 11.x.1867 (u.U.I. Gen. 5^3 +).
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Tho Livingstonis. Coci ittoe unanimously approved of Mr. M*Currie*s

ia-laat dismissal by laws and expressed sympathy in these "difficult

times"."''

by way of conclusion in this miter, it is important to establish

whether laws could have reasonably avoided the role which he eventually

assumed against his will. To begin with, it is important to eutrblish

the African essence of chieftainship. T.r African law : nd cu'tn the

chief 1-. the wui rcs 'orir.iblc for the welfg^. of the group winch

a£te9*is&as.M ..1 't^ity hoth to . id i,a Sntcun H, n v,.

The first pre-requisite, that of responsibility to the group, raises no

problem since, aa has been shown in Chapter I, those who disagree with

the chief ore free to break away. :ior does the tribe need to be homo¬

geneous, though the chief*a own faraily always f02x13 the hard coi-e of

the tribe. There would bo nothing peculiar about the "mission" tribe

and its various components, for merchant chiefs too had various members

gathered from their travels.

It is, however, the second condition of chieftainship, that of

international responsibility, which is vital to this study. In short,

Laws was responsible for the behaviour of his tribe both inside the

til saIon and out3ide it in relation to other* tribes. I'ore serious still,

1. livingstonia Committee Minutes^. (N.1.3. IL3 7913)• It is interest-
in;., that as late as 1904 the London Missionary Jociety 3till found
it necessary to forbid missionaries the use of the whip on African
offenders.
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in African international law he uould "be responsible for members of any

trite while they were in Mission country. There was no way of avoid¬

ing this responsibility beoauee whatever decision he took he would be

asserting a principle of intertribal law. For instance, D. Hacdonald

observed in a chapter entitled "International Law"*

If a subject of felonya be killad in a village of ISapenl'c by
men of Kuiapoani, laleaya expects Kapeni to catch the criminals and
bond thui, over to hinj and ICapeni must do so, otherwise he becomes
a party to the crime.

hat is more, Kumpana does not need to raise a finger himself against

the- criminals even if he Jaicmrs then. All lie needs to do is to send an

inn jcem-looking message to Eapeai asking, "There axe those raexi cf mine

tlrnt went to your territory?"■*"
ibis law would apply in the case of the Tonga porters working for

the Mission who were killed by Ilymberi's people* Inlaws could not have

avoiaed responsibility for their lives by pleading lack of magisterial

power over Jynberi without drawing on himself the charge of conspiracy,

lie therefore acted correctly by entering; into negotiations with -"yialeri

and coming to a satisfactory conclusion# iven if the Tonga were on

their own business in llission territory ta id lei lied by an enemy tribe not

directly irnder Mission authority, the chief in whose territory the crime

was coraaiited would beeone the prosecutor in consultation with the

injured party.

1. h. Macdonald, Africana. Vol. I, p. 19?
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Vhero is al ;o an intercs ting aide-lijat to this principle of

international relations# If a neighbouring chief apprehended a thief

with lilssion ^oods, a oijit bring him along and nay, "He has done you

wrong, do according to your heart*" there was no way of avoiding

civil jurisdiction in such cases. defusing to do anything about such

a natter would mean oiiaionaxy property was prone to violation on a

scale which woulu he intolerable. Avon without this, there is evidence

to allow tliat Europeans in Central Africa were prone to loss of property

more than any other group.

For instance, there was one custom, completely innocent hut not

accepted hy uropeans. Maodonald observed tliat the person that takes

a coh of rmiso (out of hunger) leaves the stalk so as to convey a well-

known noaninw to the faxiaer who ... is able to say, 'OhJ it is a poor

m.n that has octcn because of hunger. 4 ' his was not a crime hut was

taken 3 such "by rnrojjeans. Also, because uropeans on the whoio

seemed to own more property than their numbers warranted, many Africans

believed that "stealing" from a European was merely doing social jus¬

tice. I'acdonald once more observed that, on the whole, "natives were

fairly honest among each other. Ahon one is plundered by a companion,

he exclaims, *If you liad stolen frora a white man, then I could have under-
pstood it, but to steal from a black ruan

*h030 were the unavoidable realities of life in Central Africa in

1. '"bid.. ;. 2- -

1 • " "| - ■ * * ■ • lo<C •
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laws' time. The only way or avoiding scandals was to have one undis¬

puted chiefly figure who oouid deal with these affaira on behalf ci the

liission* The advauiaco of this important role, from lawa' point of

vie\T, was that he was unavoidably brought into inter-tribal relation¬

ships and could use his growing status for the benefit of the church and

the empire. h,e now role of mediator between tribes, and between *ribes

and tho British Japire, is inseparable from his function as a success-

/V
ful chief in his own area. This wider role will be the topic of

Chapter III.



CHATTER III

I.,..;' IE UU 1:IC,.MCN 01- II-,,.. I

Before discussing laws' role au a Christian missionary drawing;

away the Tonga and tfgoni tribes from their ancestral religions towards

Christianity and at the same tirae persuading them to accept British

colonial rule, it is important to establish a few principles of

African society.

There is no such thing as a "church" in traditional society, yet

at the same time religion pe^m ated into the totality of life on a

scale perhaps incomprehensible to the western mind. The reason is not

far to seek. .Religion was intertwined with custom, law and medicine,

lor instance, a man possessed by a spirit (in Ifyanja, chiroabo)nirht

be mad or in fact a representative of tlie departed ancestors, performing
9

a respected interpretative function in his tribe. Similarly, tlie nan

often repre rented a3 a with-doctor would in fact play a dual role, both

medical and religious. Itlore profoundly still, the tribesman is not

worried about the immediate cause of an event, for instance habitual

theft, or a series of fatal accident. ; but he does go to great expense

in time and wealth to find out whether his relationship with livin, or

dead relatives is what it ought to be. .hen harmony in society has

been restored, punishment for theft or cure for the injured fit them¬

selves into their proper perspective! and this involves both legal and

religious procedures,

- 54 -
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From our point of view it is important to note that

the culture and religion of a trite is a closed, integrated world
with strikingly collective traits. This means that the tribal
traditions had the effect of imposing conformity within the tribe,
both on an individual and a collective level. At the save time.
religious reoxfentation and the fact f conver d on dt-. end u on the
individual and the /group bein. able to break -with the customs, rites
and, traditions of the collective.*""

This leads us to a second principle. People generally tend to

absorb new ideas by fitting them into their preconceptions. It has

been maintained in Chapter II that Africans had an obsession with the

chiefly principle, aid thiat circumstances forced laws to fit into this

image if he were to function at all. If we combine the Africans'

obsession with the chiefly principle and the conception of religion as

part of the totality of life, we find the missionary faced with an

abnormal responsibility in relation to his converts. From the political

point of view, the convert lay3./himself open to acculturisation; or,

looking at it from the nationalistic point of. view, the convert makes

himself vulnerable to foreign agencies in a way a traditionalist would

never be. This is the significance of Christian missionary influence

in relation to imperial designs. The ritual of baptism represents a

major breakaway from traditional allegiances?

It is like throwing away our life - a dra tf.c u,/a#e of absolute
break with the customs and beliefs of the tribe. <nd in a f.-ositlvc
aanae it means a change of allegiance, the taking of service under a

new lord.k

1. B. Sundkler, The -orId of : isoion (Lutterworth 19&5), P* 189.
-• Ibid., p. c09.
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The newly-converted Christian joins a new fellowship of "believers,

having become a member of the r.itn: T. (Yao) or Ban.la IT aChristu (Nyanja),

the tribe of Christ. Ivory barrla or mbumba has a ;.fuir.o (chief), and

even if the missionary believes himself to be no more than a brother,

prejudices and preconceptions die hard and he is forced to take up the

chieftainship of the fellowship. Naturally he loads the fellowship

according to his own prejudices! if French and Catholic, along a

French and Catholic imperial path; if British and Protestant, along' a

British and Protestant one.

Two things need to be emphasised before we examine concrete ex¬

amples. Christian conversion disrupted the unity and stability of

the tribo3 and made them vulnerable to foreign pressures in a way hither¬

to unknown."*" secondly, the converts themselves having broken with the

totality of tribal regulations naturally transferred the same allegi-
loyalty

ance and total/to the missionary leader.

**#

1. Not all missionaries accepted total disruption of tribal connections.
W.Y. iucas, laws' contemporary in nearby Tasailand (Tanzania) (1883-
1945)» refused to accept individual converts for seventeen years until
the whole tx-ibe was converted and he had Christianised the tribal
totality. He took the lupanda (initiation) rite; substituted a
nurse for the witch-doctor for the circumcision; kept the chief to
teach the boys the tribe's honour; the six weeks they wore in the
the bush, they received cateehiomal lessons arid their heads were
shaven as before until after baptism and confirmation. They then re¬
ceived new clothes and new names and were returned to their expectant
parents in the shadow of the Church and tribal elders, after which
they became men in the tribe and the fait};, (l. iundkler, op. d...
p. 189).
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1. Infects of Conversion

Though Nyasaland Administrator L.L. tuff says, "I venture to think

that the true history of the country begins with its direct adminis¬

tration by the Imperial Government,"^ in fact British history in

Malawi begins with Livingstone and the Livingstonia missionaries. It

is necessary to include among those influenced h, then even those men

of affairs, like chiefs, who for the sake of their position could not

openly confess Christianity but who could be said to have constituted a

"missionary party" in their respective courts. One such man was Chief

Chipatula, a very important chief among the Makololo. Chipatula had

been one of Livingstone's porters and was one of those who welcomed the

Livingstonia missionaries in 1675* *e have already seen how, eccording

to Young;, his people used their friendship with the English to scare

their Ngoni enemies. Macdonald has it that Chipatula sent his sons to

the Blantyre hiasion very early in its history, even though the neigh¬

bouring tribes were still suspicious of the English. Moreover,

Chipatula was generally known as a "son of the English", and whenever

he quarrelled with Matekenya, a fyanja chief, the latter sent word to

Blantyre asking what the English would do if he went to war with their
2

son. needless to say, the Makololo could be counted the most faith¬

ful to the English. They were hostile to the Portuguese and fought a

savage war to keep thein out of southern Malawi.

1. B.L. Buff, ifyasaland under the Foreign Cffice (G. Bell and Eon l'i03),
P. 16.

2. D. hacdonald, Africana. Vol. I, p. 187.
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Another man who roust figure in laws' story is Albert Kaxoalarabe,

his first convert in lC8l. Hamalarbe became a pillar of the Church

and the envy of hia people, and in a way the showpiece of what the

English could do. It was not so much the new doctrine of the "Book"

which impressed the Africans, for among them too there were 3pirit

mediums who lived lives of chastity and self-denial. But ITamalanbe's

security and happiness in the "shadow of the English" were apparent,

and he impressed his African observers as visibly a new being. Ee

assumed an English name, wore European-style clothes and even sat at

table in holy communion with the Sriglish.

It is not surprising that soon after Kaoalaabe's baptism,

Jonathan, an African who had been working with Maraalembe in the mission

station for 3ome time, approached Laws in secret to find out wherein

lay Namalambe's secret of happiness, while he himself seemed to be per-

2
petually in a depressed state.

When Laws left Cape Maclear for Eundawe, he left Namalambe as "head"

of the place. To his contemporaries he, like Chipatula, must have

become "a son of the English" which in those days would have been more

than a compliment,

laws alao noted in his diary that, soon after organizing a

Christian marriage for four couples, the people were so impressed by

1, Laws, diary. .2/3/1881.
2. Ibid.



the festival spirit of the school decorations and the dinner arranged

for the couples that three more couples soon offered to he married in

church* In December 1882, he was ahle to baptise three more converts

to the Church. From this time on, there was no reason to look back.*
One of laws' early converts who was to play an important rftle in

Johnston's administration was a Tonga man., iandawe by ncme. Ke rose

to the rank of Dergeent in Johnston's Colonic! Army, end because he was

English speaker and proved loyal to the imperial cause he became

"invaluable as an intelligence officer, honest and trustworthy and un¬

falteringly brave, who counted much in the establishment of British
2

rule in Nyasaland".

It was no accident that the I'akololo country was the first region

declared a British Protectorate in 1889 and tliat the Kakololo chiefs

had teen wilJing to sign treaties with Acting Consul J. Buchanan.

Following these so-called "friendship treaties" in their spirit, the

Makololo chiefs and people sought refuge in Blantyre Mission when the
3

Portuguese army sought to destroy them#

Since laws liad withdrawn from Cape 1 aclear In 1881 his influence

was tetter felt among the Tonga and Mgoni tribes.

The Ngoni sealed their own fate when Chief Kbelwa refused to expel

1. laws, Diary. 17/12/1882.
2. K.ii. Johnston. The J tor, of Py life, p. 3 5»

3. H.E. Johnston, British Central >ifr-ica. pp. 87 ff.



laws* Mission at Njuyu in J.887 even though hia iaiic-ndu insisted that he

should do 30."^ Gignificantly, he was faithfully supported by a portion

of the elders who probably knew Laws personally. The immediate result

was in fact the planting of a second mission station at hkwendeni

among Mtwaro's people, who had been the most hostile section in the

railandu.'"

In the following year, Dr. ii^.slie and hr. Koyi were allowed

to teach children. Though it was to be six years before their first

convert came forward, Dr. hlisslie noted: "The attendance of children

and young men i3 a very hopeful sign of the fruit that will yet appear."^
One year later hlmslie was able to report to the Home Church:

I can now record that in those districts where we have labour¬
ed, these services £ pre-harvest tlianksgiving^/ have taken the
place of the heathen feast of the first fruits. Yet none in the
districts overtaken by meetings began to plant until thanks were ex¬
pressed to God and prayer offered for their labours.4

The first two %oni converts came forward in I89O. but by 1894

the Christian fellowship could boast of a thoughtful and intelligent son

and heir to Chief Mtwarot

A nice fellow he is, very gentle, a great friend of the
Mission ... in fact a teacher in the school. His counsellors would
have him drop his mission sympathies, but he won't, and may prove a

1. leeord. 1/8/1687.
2. Ibid.. 1/VI8681 see also ibid.. 1/8/1888.

3. Ibid.. 1/10/1888.
4. Ibid.. 1/3/1889.



Cod-send in the days to cooe.^
It was at this time that a dynamic young minister, Donald Fraser,

came to l%oni-land end almost wrought an apostolic revival. The

revival spread over a number of years, 1894 - IC98, and these years

are important as giving the framework within which the Sgoni fell

under colonial rule. Fraser organised open-air meetings end he des¬

cribes one such meeting as follows:

The paths to the south were alive with people. And men sat
on ant-hills as the companies passed end cried out - what mean these
things? Has an amy come among you? Are you going to a new
country? Vie are going to the baptisms. Come and see!^

There was no doubt that the hgoni were being deeply moved towards

a new life, and these events must have siiaken the confidence and

foundations of tribal beliefs, much to the chagrin of the tradionalisto.

***

There were also various ways in which laws won the favour of the

Kalawien tribes and held out the European way of life as a real alter¬

native to tribal life. It has been shown in the previous chapter how

na:iy /JTricans escaped possible slavery end placed themselves under

laws' sovereignty. There were others who ran away from tribal juris¬

diction merely because there was an alternative. As early as i860

laws quarrelled with a neighbouring chief, Kpengo, simply because the

* ~ i»- • ■'»i - .eooj/g.. / 4/ x 894.

2. ^iviriu'utonl;-, letters. 16/4/1694•
w 73 - W.
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latter13 subjects preferred the Laws way of life to his. Law3 wrote

in his diary that Chief Mpengo

complained of many of his jjseople having; ran away and complained of
several having come here Cape Maclear in his alienee. I told
htra I had no desire that his people come here tut if his men behaved
£ badlyj/ he could not expect £his people J to stay.

Perhaps one of laws1 lasting achievements was the creation within

a very short time of a labour pool of semi-skilled and skilled artisans

whose very skills were dependent on European civilisation. This is

probably because laws himself was an old-fashioned jack-of-all-trades

and had found his many gifts invaluable whenever he needed to supplement

his fees or merely to survive. He was a skilled carpenter, a brick¬

layer, an amateur seaman, a doctor, a preacher and an administrator as

well. However, the Tonga took to the Livingstonia Mission and learnt

what could be taught with surprising rapidity.

As early as 1C83, F. Morrison, Chief Hiigineer of the African lakes

Company, noted that on board the Livingstonia Mission steamer Ilala

it was very encouraging to me ... to see a native crew to attentive
and so efficient at" their work as that of the Ilala and especially
to see that natives could be left alone in the engine ro<,m. I did
not once see the natives being interf /red with by the master.*

In another passage he "could not speak too highly of my living-

stoiiia boys ... I work them very hard but I never hear a grumble.
*t 3

asideJ I never ask them to do what I would not do myself#w

1. These had nothing to do with conversion or specific cruelty in the
tribe at all (Laws, Alary. 16/7/1880).

2. Morrison Diaries. 23/1/1883 (E.U.I. Gen. 1804).
3. Ibid.. 18/3/1885 (Gen. 1808).
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La./3 had also gradually overcame the work-shyness of the Toxica

and the neighbouring tribes. deviously, they considered themselves

deserving leave and rest if they had earned two pairs of clothes or so.

As a result they rarely stayed at the Mission or with the planters for

more- than a month.* But because the livingotonia Mission was a

reliable and considerate employer the supply of workers gradually out¬

stripped the demand. Mtwaro'a famous demand that Laws should build

his chief mission station at the letter's headquarters can be seen as

2
an attempt to give jobs to the boys.

M&cdonald had said the African's earthly possessions could all be
3

carried in a bundle on his head and that "their wants are few". But

things changed. Young men began to demand the illustrious Christian

marriage from dr. laws for which tiey^/have to save for long periods.
It is obvious that an insatiable thirst for material prosperity drove

the longa into the work camps of the settlers and the Protector ies

government. dome even went to South Africa and everywhere testimonies

indicated that laws had done hie job well. In Malawi itself, long

before the Protectorate, the Bandawe boys were in great demand among

the white farmers, and the African lakes Company employed the biggest

number. Mr. A. Casson of the Company wrote of the Tonga as the most

1« l.iviii:- otonia Journal. 1875 (M3 7907).

2. * . -» . --ecord. 2/4/l8'94 •

3« -ifriCcUia. Vol. I, p. 39.
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rolialle and dependable and willing to work away from home**
itLen in 1911 hev. A• hacAI.-ine -w.: instructed to tour the douth

African mines and see how the Livingatonia hoy a wore faring, a manager

on the Johannesburg mines told hin that the Livingstonia (Malawi) boys

were "an active and intelligent type of native, and somewhat more

2
reliable than the representatives of many other tribes on the hand"#

Uvea Commissioner Johnston, who was biased against missionary en¬

deavour and had employed Moslems and Sikhs in his service, saw the need

to employ the Tonga. MWe were beginning to employ as police the Atonga
3

natives of .Jest ilyassa.'

Laws was not a man to miss the opportunities gradually openin for

the xandawG Africans. He in fact opened a labour agency and stood as

security to the chiefs for Africans recruited through his agency. Ke

also encouraged contracts of at least a year. In one such case Chief

Chikoko asked Laws to cause the return of hi3 men from a labour camp

because the one-year contract had expired. More interesting still,

Laws writs to F. Moir of the African lakes Company giving a bad report

of an African elephant-hunter who had registered for a Job through his

agency. The elephant-hunter, Laws argues, cannot "be trusted without

1. iifrican Lakes Company kecordo, quoted from H. Lacmi 1 lan,Jho Origin
and Development of the African Lakes Company,' unpublished Fh.D.
thesis (University of Edinbur^i, 1968), p. 190.

2. I-ivin-ntonia Jews; 1/4/1911. pp. 27« ff.
3. H.H. Johnston, iiritish Central ..-.frleu. p. 116.
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European supervision ... I have prepared bin for your negative."

The smooth running of tide scheme was attributed "to the mission¬

ary standing for the proper treetc\ent of the natives, and on the other

hand, P. Koir, whose pex*sonaI interest in them end desire for their good
2

by his Christian work continued the influence of the mission". '

The growin thirst for nu. terial wealth among the Malawi Africans

prior to imperial rule helped create a favourable medium through which

Commissioner Johnston was to work. It is a fact that the earliest

nationalises found this growing materialism inconsistent with the

preservation of nationhood. Johnston found a ready-made pool of

collaborators able and trained to serve as soldiers, clerks arid police¬

men. Five years after the advent of the Administration, laws estimated

tJiat the African Lakes Company alone employed 1,400 Tonga and that other

European planters in the Chiro highlands had taken 4,000 more. ^
The Livingstonia Mission was so well placed in its training in

skills that Leputy Commissioner dharpe had to box-row an African printer

1. Laws to F. Koir, 13/5/16? 7 (*'3 7914).
- • J-o -.uror;.-,1/4/1900libray.yl.
3. tiecord. 1/1/1695* -"he classic example of materialism v.

nationhood is in Axodus lb.iii in which Koses was challenged by would-
be collaborators with Egypt, It is also true that early African
resistance movements tried to reject European materialism as they saw in
it Uic a-ouoc of their bandage. I. uanger in'hebtEii^n .'n A .1-rxo i...
ie-X-7/:London, 1967» pp. 354 ff.) argues that the freedom
fighters were to forsake all European material wealth and Christian¬
ity until and unless African control was established over the first.
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i
\!

1
fcr the Government Gazette from laws.

:<•**

lb) 'j

One of the results of the Elantyre Affair of 1881 was that the

Foreign Office decided to send Consul Foot in October 1883 to the lake

Nyasst region to look after the interests of the missionaries and English-
2

men settled there.

laws at the same time was convinced that, in the absence of a

European government, missionary endeavour would suffer a setback. Ke

saw two alternatives for thla problem. Either the missionaries would

have to take a more open part in the political organization of the

areas in which they worked, or the African lakes Company would have to

be persuaded to administer Malawi. lows was too sensitive to press the

first scheme, though he was personally in favour of it. He put it to

the Foreign Missions Committee that the disadvantage of letting the

African Iake3 Company administer the territory was that a tine would

cone when their administrators would be divorced from missionary
3

interests. He advised the Committee, however, not to take separate

action but to assist the African lakes Company in securing titles, as

any ot^er procedure night lead to commotion and trouble with the chiefa/'

1. Letter of Jr. laws to Deputy Commissioner Jharpe, 30/11/1894 (M3 7^74)•
h. H.H. Johnston, Sriti,8h Central Africa, p. 68.
3. livingstonia Committee Minutes (M3 7)1'), pp. 66 ff.
4. Ibid.. 3/3/1885.
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Havine placed the services of the livingstonia Mission in the

hands of the Company, law3 felt that the war-like Ngoni would give the

stiffest resistance to colonization, and his r>lan was to enter into

preliminary negotiations with them as well as with the Tonga nearer

liandawe, and to delay the conclusion of the treaty with the latter until

the former had signed.

The plan almost succeeded and the Ngoni showed their willingness

to sign the treaty.

In the end, however, the plan failed, for three reasons. dr.

Clement Jcott of the Blantyre Mission, who was on leave in England in

1886, campaigned against what he believed to be the greed of chartered

companies, Dr. Scott was in principle against rule by companies

whose main motive was profit, whether it be the African lakes Company

or Rhodes' B.C.A. Company. His views are best summarised in his own

words, written when this matter was revived four years later:

»e are surprised that at this time of day people here and at
home should be misled as to the meaning of a Chartored Company.
The same spectre in India plundered the 'Sabots* treasures, this same
lean spectre here must fill the pockets of its sharehaiders with
money from the African.'5

The second reason for the failure of laws' plan was that the second

deputation sent to finalise arrangements with the Ngoni consisted of

1. li. haoraillan, . African Lakes Company, pp. 244 and 245•
2, Lfe bdbtk ,
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Stuart and Stevenson* Dr. iDnslie was asked to give as much help as he

possibly could. But Stuart and his companion were taken to drink, with

results so deplorable that at one point, frorr. SlmslidS verandah, they

invited African women to share their beds."*" lor this obscenity they

were fined and were only saved from serious consequences because the

Mfioni held Laws responsible for their behaviour. But, most surprisingly

of all, the %oni refused to sign the treaty on the grounds that,

judging by their behaviour, Stuart arid his companion did not belong to

Laws' tribe1

The third reason for failure was that Consul Howes, who had suc¬

ceeded Loot, was strongly biased against the missions and their allies,

the African Lakes Company, and told the Kakololo chiefs who had agreed

to treaties with the Company that he, Consul loot, was the Queen's

representative and not the Company, Hie chiefs, who considered them-
2

selves "sons of the English", felt cheated and repudiated the treaties.

The Livingstonia Mission Committee was at the sane tine trying to

impress the Foreign Office with the necessity for colonizing Malawi.

They invited a common front, and naturally the Blantyre Mission is

absent from the list of those who lobbied tire British Government at the

Berlin Conference in I885. Laws was there, as well as Mr. Loir and

Mr. Swing of the African Lakes Company.* Though the Livingstopia^

1. Br. Aliaslie to Dr. Scott, 20/8/1895 (MS 7876).
2,. Ii. Macmillan, Central African Janes Company, p. 248.
3. l.C.c. Aecord. 1/1/1885, P.3.
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Mission was cheerful about the results of their attendance at Berlin,

they were to be disappointed "by the results of their direct approach

to lord Salisbury."^ lord Salisbury saw their invitation to colonize

Malawi as "impracticable" and the boat he could do was to ask the

British Minister in Portugal, Mr. Petre, to negotiate for favourable

terras for then with that country, which controlled the coastal area

2
adjacent to Malawi,

Hie livingstonia Mission was, however, adamant. This time it got

the signatures of the African lakes Company, the Church of Scotland, the

Royal Geographical Society, the Anti-Slavery Society and the Univer¬

sities Mission to its memorandum of March 1867.^ This time lord

Salisbury wan alarmed and said so in no uncertain terras. The scheme

proposed by the missionaries and the African lakes Company would involve

Britain in an unprofitable "war with countless savages who filled those

territories". They were to be satisfied at the moment with the hope

that "civilization" and "Christianity" would tame the "savages" in

Central Africa.

The idea of a protectorate would have been abandoned in favour of

the African lakes Company gradually assuming civil authority in Malawi

had it not been for the indecisive Arab war which erupted at this time.

1. 1 j. i.ecord. 1/6/1885.
2. 1.0. to A.I. Co., r5/2/1087 (Mo 7873).
3. Memorandum 127, 9/3/1887, (MS 7873).
4. -t.o.-'. record. P. 56, 1/8/1888.
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The Livingstonia Mission, among others, was quick to see the war

as a struggle between the "Arab slavers" as they called then, and the

power of civilization and Christianity as represented by the African

lakes Company and the Livingstonia missionaries.^ This nay have been

so in the widest sense as involving Christians fitting Moslems, who at

the time did not have religious quibbles over slavery# But looking at

the immediate causes of the war, one is compelled to view it as actually

rooted in the desire of both parties to acquire supremacy over the local

tribes. The Livingstonie Mission had opened a 3ub-station at Mweni-

Aanda's in tlie north under the Reverend A. Bain, and later Dr. Kerr
2

Cross was to succeed Lira, It has been mentioned above that the

Iivingstonia Mission was helping the African lakes Company to acquire

titles from African chiefs with a view to imposing political sovereignty

over them. Clearly, were Arab influence to predominate, the region

might be lost to the Mission and consequently their allies, the Company,

might find it difficult to acquire political sovereignty. Yet, para¬

doxically, the Arabs seem to have been such competent traders that the

Company was often unable to pay its debts to them for as long as a

1. Dr. Laws saw the A.l, Co. as defenders of the faiths "our defend¬
ers" he called then (A. Holnberg, African Tribes a-xi juro:*.»aa
agencies, pp, 251 and 253)• lor an account of Mlozi see also J..V.
Jack - Daybreak in livln .3 Lonia (Oliphant, Anderson and ierrier,
i/oi), pp. 271 ff.

2. P. 66.



month or two. This seems to have "been the immediate cause of trouble.

Fotheringhan, the Company agent in that district, recounts how the

Arabs, bored at doing nothing while waiting for the Company to pay then,

often came to fatal blows with the locals,'* The ..rab-led 3wahili groups

which sold ivory to the Company were well-armed with guns and averaged

a thousand men in each t;xoup. Clearly the local Konde and .i'anda tribes¬

men could not stand against such forces with only spears and bows and

arrows. It aloo appeared to the Arabs that, if they were to wait for

long periods with such a number of men, it would be more convenient if

they were to carve out a large princedom in northern kalaw^i, which

would become the focal point of their trade with the coast. This

appears to have been the underlying factor behind the specific cuarrel3

with the Company. For instance Kaaote, a Konde chief and friend to

Fotheringham, was murdered by dalirn bin Majim's followers in a drunken

brawl and about two weeks later Mwini-Ktete, an important chief, also

known to Fotheringham, was shot dead by lianathan's men. Ramathan and

daliia bin Fajin were both Arab merchants, owing allegiance to the Arab

slave-merchant prince Illosi. PotherIndian, from whom the Arabs had

been waiting for their pay for weeks, was naturally involved as mediator

since he was known to both parties. 'Hie war followed, the Konde, the

rt'anda, the Company and the livingstonia Mission lining up on one side

1. For this account see L.I . Iotheringhan, Adventures in n
two years' struggle with Arab slave-dealers in ventral Africa (.lampoon
low, Mara ton, dearie and Rlvington, II 91)» Cii. IV.
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against the Arabs. Actually every one of these groups was fitting.. .

not so much to defend the others but to defend its own life and survival.

The immediate impact of the Arab war was to compel the livingstonia

Mission to renew it3 propaganda and agitation for a British Protectorate,

or, alternatively, Chartered Company status for the African lakes

Company to enable it to undertake this task.

Being heirs to the Anti-Slavery Campaign, the missions used the

horror stories from the war zone with great effect to stir up the public

conscience in Scotland and. hence the attention of the British Govern¬

ment. In March 1888 the . acord told its Scots adherents that though

the living3tonia Mission was in mortal danger from an Arab attack,

At the same time there is no occasion for serious alarm. Both
Consula are 011 the spot. Mr. C'Heill (the Consul) and Br. laws are
a3 equal to any emergency as men oan be under God. The two mission
steamers-- the Ilala and the Charles Ja-aen are likewise at hand for
service.

In August the llecord again reported that the Mission at tfweni-

./anda had to be closed. More significantly, the Ileverond A. liain and

Br. Kerr Cross were to join a second expedition being organized by

Mr. F. Moir, manager of the African lakes Company. This expedition

against the Arabs met with disaster, but the Accord was apparently

determined to turn defeat into success:

Mr. Frederick Moir has since been invalided, and will soon be ~

with us in Scotland to further rouse public opinion on the subject.'

1. 1 • iii • l£C;C. .

2. Ibid., l.viii.1888
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In the same month a circular letter was distributed among all the Tree

Church Sunday School children entitled "Rev. A. Rain's 300 slave chil¬

dren'"** The letter wan an appeal for both 3ynpatliy and material sup¬

port for the three hundred African children who had been made homeless

by the /crab war. In another case, Dr. Kerr Cross had been instrumental

in following an Arab party and actually releasing twenty-nine mon and
2

women who were on their way to the slave markets on the coast* Yet

another story fro-..: Dr. Kerr Cross which was meant to rouse the public

conscience was that:

Avery now and again we receive news of the Arabs or 3ome of their
allies having attacked such and such a village, and killed so many
men and captured women.

/in another village/ of my personal servant Sande ... they fired
volley after volley into the houses. Then panic ensued ... every
man was butchered, every woman and boy and girl and cow captured and
marched off,3

lord Salisbury was willing to grant a charter to any company which

had sufficient capital to pay its way in Malawi. That he wa3 not pre¬

pared to accept was that the Treasury should pay the bill for the

administration, partly because the Chancellor of the exchequer at the

time, Mr. Goschen, was supposed to be s "little Knglander"*^ The

Company, having failed to dislodge the Arabs, decided to amalgamate with

1. Circular letter by A. Bain, l.viii.lSCg (MR 7277)•
2. I.C.J. Record, 1/1/1890.
3. letter of Dr. Kerr Cross to i'.C.J. Accord. 3/9/1889; also in MS 7906.
4. See E. Oliver, Jir ii.h. Johnston, p. 15?.
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Cecil Rhodes* British Couth Africa CaBpsujjr and to raise jointly a capital

of £1 nillion*. Laws was alarmed at the prospect of the African lakes

Company being swallowed up "by a bigger company, and -particularly at the

immoral influence which big company men woula have on Africans, ''and

notably that native women would be kept by agents of the latter at their
2

various stations"#

'.The livingstonia Mission* s argument that the Arab war had necessi¬

tated their having to ask the "... British Government for the redemp¬

tion of the pledges of lord , aimer 3ton and Lord Clarendon given through
3 ,

Livingstone to the chiefs in ilyasa-land just thirty yearn ago" would

have gone unheeded by lord Salisbury had it not been for a new develop¬

ment at the southern end of Lake Ilyasa, historically and in point of

time inseparable from the Arab war in the north. One of the reasons

why the Arab war went badly for the African Lakes Company was that vital

3upplie3 were held up at the coast by the Portuguese. lor instance,

arras and ammunition in transit were prohibited unless a permit had teen

granted in Lisbon.^ At the same time, "Portugal subsequently tried to

1. A.L. Bruce to G. Caws ton, 31/3/1690 ( .uotea from H. Pacini llan,
Central African lakes Company, p# 314.)•

2. Livingstonia Committee Pinutes, 21/4/1690 (M3 791' ).
3. i.c.i# Lecord. 1/8/1668. dee also letter from Anti-Slavery society

to Br. G. Smith, P, 24 (MS 7873).
4. A.L. Co., to Br. C. Smith, 26/8/1889 (KB 7873).



introduce regulations requiring that all vessels navigating the Zambesi

should use the Portuguese flag onlyj and be owned and manned by-

Portuguese subjects, and even went the length of arresting a British

vessel plying on the rivers."*
Ihe Portuguese were in fact trying to nress their claim on the

fertile Ghire Highlands in which the Blantyre missionaries and other

British planters had already settled. 'Ihe MaJcololo, who were the "sons

of the English", were settled between the Highlands and the Portuguese

and were clearly an impediment. Portuguese It. Coutinho decided to

teach them a lesson and with an army of seven hundred guns drove them

out of their country until they sought refu,-e at Blantyre Mission and

he himself was only thirty miles from that mission station.

Ihe livingstonia Mission in collaboration with others had changed

their tactics. They had given up sending private petitions to lord

Salisbury in favour of rousing public opinion against ortuguese

atrocities and the possible loss of "Livingstone's land". At the same

time their petitions, the greatest of which was the Memorial which was

circulated and signed by ten thousand humble minister*; of the Gospel

and elders of the Church of Scotland in 1889, was in fact a show of

public support rather than a mere appeal to the wisdom of Her Majesty's
2

ministers. ihe Reverend Horace waller was commissioned to write a

I. Hiring, Jecrotary, A.L. Co., to Glasgow Herald. 26/1P/1889
(K3 78l>3).

P. Ihe Memorial (M.J 7905, p» 61) was signed by members of the C.J.,
i.C.'J, U.P.C. Original is actually undated.



reasoned argument in favour of their case for requiring British pro¬

tection in Malawi. In If90 Horace ,/aller published his pamphlet,

entitled Great Britain* 3 Case a/ainot ortugal. a cop. ■ of which was

sont to lord Salisbury, The pamphlet was meant to appeal to the

patriotic instinct of the 3cot3. He argued simply from the premise

that Livingstone had bequeathed ilyaoaland to Britain and Mrs. Living¬

stone's as well as Bishop Mackenzie's death had sealed the gift with

blood. The Portuguese, moreover, were slavers and wore in fact

detested by the natives in those territories, Eesides, the reader sms
lira

reminded that the British Government had spent 30,000 on Livingstone's

second .expedition and the missions there had a capital investment of

more than G45»000, sad ten thousarid natives having 1 •ceived nedlcal

attention at Landawe alone in the year 1884, The Buchanan Brothers

had carvad for themselves an estate of 5°,000 acres. It was surely

unreasonable to let the Portuguese occupy the territory in which they

had built and owned nothing,.

The Anti-Slavery Society, after receiving some information from the
2

Free Church, briefed Sir R.T, Fowler to ask a question in Parilament.

Some of the information alarming to the Livingstonia Mission was that

the African lakes Company was considering withdrawing its services from

hyasaland and working in the Congo Free 3tate where the Belgian King

1, n, Waller, Jyaealand - Great Britain's Case arainst .ortural
(3. Stanford i ordl690),

/

2. letters from Anti-Slavery Society to i.L, Conn., 25/2/1888 and
2/3/1888 (MS 7873).
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offered protection to merchants. 'fhe Livingstonia Committee was to

take all available opportunities to address public meetings on the
2

'fvasaland case. " Ihe rdssionary propagandists received support from

surprising quarters, The 'lines in an editorial said of It. Coutinho's

action in I'okololo-land:

•hether flavor Pinto ( into had been replaced by Coutinho)
attacked the Makololo or the Makololo attacked Major Pinto is a
question we can never settle and need not argue. He (Coutinho) had
no bu 'lness_^on_ the L'akololp at all,3

An even more surprising ally in the battle for public support was

the Chancellor of the exchequer, who had been in fact an impediment to

Ifyasa-land colonisation due to his unwillingness to release treasury

funds for the purpose. Chancellor Goachen, addressing his constituents

at Piccadilly in 1889» used Livingstone's words to influence his

audience:

I have oi^ened the door, I leave it to you to 3ee that no one
closes it after me. (CheersJ) lio one is to close the door after
Livingstone ... 'fhe Portuguese, we maintain, have no shadow of a
right to those lands of which I have spoken.^

It was the Portuguese episode, not the Arab v/ar, which moved the

British Government to declare a Irotecturate over Malawi. 'fhe first

move cane from acting Consul Buchanan, who proclaimed the dhirc high¬

lands a (protectorate a3 a direct result of th$ Makololo-.Portuguese war

1. letter of H, Waller to F.1-:, Coram,, 14/4/1688 (IS 7873).
2. livingstonia Papers (ted 7&73) p.4£.
3. 'ihe Times. 24/l:/l869«
4. Hie Hail. 22/1/1689.
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in September of 1889* hut tiiia declaration would liave boon ineffoctivo

had it not teen backed by lord Salisbury's ultimatum to Lisbon. lord

Salisbury instructed his envoy in Lisbon;

You are therefore instructed to repeat to Denhor Gomez a cate¬
gorical request for an iia^ediate declaration from the Portuguese Cvt.
that the forces of Portugal will not be pezaaitted to interfere with
Lritish settlements on the Chire and Gyassa, or the country of the
Lakololos ••• a.d you will request that ;/ou -;r receive uwr-ov De-
fprc the evening of the 8th inotarvU'

It is not clear what Dr. laws* part in the latter stages of the

negotiations -with Portugal could have been. but it is clear tliat the

Hone committee of the Free Church depended almost entirely upon hira for

authoritative information and advice in their joint actions with other

missions and societies. In 1890, however# we find Dr. dmith thanking

Dr. laws for supplying him with important information which led to the

declaration of the Protectorate. "5

It may be that lord Salisbury was at last able to stand up to the

Portuguese not because he had been convinced by the memorials end

petitions of the missions but because "an extra-ordinary fellow from

South Africa, Cecil Ahodea, the Couth African gold mining tycoon" had

offered to pay A10,000 a year for the administration of Malawi in ex¬

change for a charter to administer southern and Northern Lanbeaia.'T

1. f'.H. Johnston, Lritish Central Africa. p. od.
2. Published in The hail. 20/1/1890 (KS 7906).
3. Dr. Amitil to Dr. Jaws, 18/1/1890 (K3 7698).
4. H.H. Jolinston. The 3tory of lly Life • Z1ZZ'. ~

p A



Aimed with the promise of £10,000 from Bhodes, and with £2,000 in

his pocket for immediate expenses, Commissioner Johnston arrived in

lialavvi in the summer of 1889. His strategy was to 2cave Acting Consul

iuchanan in the south to deal with the ortuguusc- and moke treaties with

the Mateololo end other Jhire Highland chiefs. Deputy-Consul A, Jharpe

would go north-westwards towards lake Tanganyika avoiding the H^oni

strongholds. He himself proceeded to settle the Arab wax. Contrary

to what was expected of him by the missions, that he would take sides

with their forces against Mlozi, he pensioned off Jumbe, a known Arab

slaver, and formed a lifetime friendship with him," lie acted as

meuiator between the African lakes Company and Hlozi and concluded a

peace treaty in 1831.^ He then hurried south, leaving the Northern

Hgoni unmolested for the time being.

»*»

the story of the Ngoni deserves special attention because of the

part played by laws in their subjection, ihere io a strong tradition

that laws, one of the few Scots missionaries whom Johnston could stomach,
A

advised him to leave northern Ngoni-land to the Mission* ' Johnston was

apparently willing to do this because the dhire Highland chiefs were

restless and he was keen to found a "system" of government there first.

1, K.h. Johnston, op. eic.. p, 237
2. H.H.Johnston, British Central Africa, p 134~ff~~
3* Xbiu. a pS

4# A. Caaeby* Chis is supported by circumstantial evidence.



Secondly, the Blant, to missionaries were giving him trouble and it

would have teen un,/ise to create enmity with lavra a3 well. In fact,

according to A.C. >oss, he formulated a strategy which would at least

keep the Livingstonia Mission quiet.

However, in 1C96, he returned to the north to deal with Llioai,
p

whom he hanged. Having "dealt with' tliat region, he felt strong e. ijx

to deal with the Ngoni, tut Dr. laws once snore p4.rsue~©& iiim to leave

the %oni lor the tine icing. io Deputy Commissioner Aharpe,Laws wrote:

We nay not get the credit for it, tut there is a preparation
for British rule going on in fJgoniland which nay yet make it the
easiest transfer of power in British Central Africa.3

dharpe was apparently convinced. In reply he wrote, "./rite end

tell me when you are satisfied and I will act at once."^
..Mle the northern Ngoni were being prepared to swallow the pill

by laws, the southern %oni of Kpezeni were being subjected to revo¬

cations by dharpe so that he could have an excuse to deal with then.

In 1894> Kpozeni sent an invitation to Agonoao (the northern Ngoni prime

minister, as Mbelwa had died in 1891) to join him in a war against the

British. Agonomo vras in favour of a united front and called a general

council of the tribe. Agonorao got the shook of his life. The

missionary party, consisting mainly of youn„ men taught by Almslie al¬

ready referred to, "then demonstrated to the olu men t &i I ir ol .0

1. A.C. Boss, "Origins and Development of the Church of Scotland
Blantyre Mission", pp. 199 - 200#

2. Johiustcn, i.'-i.hs.. .Antral p, 143.
3. .?.?. livings tone, laws of JLivin,-- otonia. p. 283.
4» Ibid.. p» 284*
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wua 10 longer a power in the tribe. All the young rose up and left in
— — 2

a tody to attend £ ChurchJ service." Vhether Ngonorao was press¬

urised to give up the regency "by the missionaries cannot be established

at this late date. But it v«s to the missionaries that !J, onorao went to

plead hie innocence when he realised that the tide was against him. Be

then left the district with a few followers to find peace away from the

Mission.'"

,/ith CpcnoT-o out of the way Sharps and laws were able to get their

own candidate as the paramount chief. It ie significant that

llbelskelvra, whose claim to the chieftaincy was very doubtful, was in-
3

stalled according to Christian rite3 in 1887.

Laws kept his word to Sharpe. In 1904 he wrote to bin tl^at the

time was ripe for a ceremonial takeover in Ngoniland. Sharpe called a

exeat milandu and explained to the Hgoni that British protection would

not include internal interference in tribal affairs. Thereupon he intrc-
4

duccd a Resident and declared ftgonlland en imperial possession.

The southern Ngoni of Kpezeni were not so lucky. Different reasons

have been pat forward as causes of the Mpezeni war. According to

J.a. Ronnie, Chief Mpeaeni wrote to Sbarpe c. 1897 in this veins "I

1. Almslie, Amon, the Vild 1 oni. pp. 2J4-5*
2. r.urora| I/q/1898. p. 24 (C.C. library).

ELaslie, op.cit. p 296
4. Quoted in Stokes, on. clt.. p. 329.



wish no war» All Chipeta was nine, and now you say it is net. Vwasi

was my slave i.e. subjectj/ and you killed him in war."^ The official

re son given by the Administration was that Mpemeni1 » warlike %oni had

imperilled the lives of two British South Africa Company Curopern pro¬

spectors and that the Administration was called to defend their lives.

Blsntyre'a Life crul :"ork clearly knew better and clearly rejected thin

aa an excuse. It said, "The feeling of most people is that the cause

2
of war is altogether an unjustifiable one."

The result of the war is acre interesting, aa Laws saved the

Administration from what might have become a major scandal. The Admin¬

istration captured 10,000 head of cattlo and sold then. Colonel

Manning wrote to lord -Jalistaxyt

> the B. .A. Co. "rill le
tiian C2,000. This will be covered ten times over by the value of
the cattlo captured in the expedition, so that ... the Company will
reap a handsome profit

but the Blantyre Mission was to have launched a vigorous campaign

against this 'unjust war" if laws had not cut them short. hiantyre's

life anu .-ork argued from the premise that the war wao based on trumped-

up accusations, and was therefore an unjust war. As to the cattle,

If they are to be removed from the country as if they were the
booty consequent upon a justifiable war, we feel sure it would be
regarded by every fair-minded resident in the country as a deplor¬
able instance of injustice.^

1. Quoted in Jtokes, o,.:. cit.. p. 3?9*
2. >iie n „orh or brlUah Central nfrica. 15/4/1698.
J. d. Jtokes (eci,), die ^aptesian Past, p, 330.

A. Life & dork. 15/4/1898.
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2Ji.» x£..o* -ii-.a xv., j-iou. in a tooe sympathetic to the Administration,

and since he was the expert on %oni affairs the Ilant/re Mission could

not prosecute the matter,further, * iiA on-l ,ork quo led laws' .-.orore.

as saying that trie Ngoni military povrer "must have been a continual

source of anxiety to the Administration", and that he trusted that the

fact that "this danger has been removed swiftly, and we trust final ,

will be a source of satisfaction to all who know what t! - Arjgoni raids

r. 1mean",

ihere is no doubt that had the- two missions been of one mind in

defending Mpeaeni * s rights, the Administration would have been faced

by a formidable opposition ' e result of which would have been unpre¬

dictable.

!• Ibid.. 13/7/1898.



CHAPTER IV

UB AID THS STATS

1. Introduction

From the voxy fact that the Missionary Societies in Malawi had

used their combined influence to persuade the British Government to

colonize that country, they regarded themselves as having a special

relationship with the Governments of the Protectorate. unfortunately,

from the very beginning when H.H. Johnston was appointed Commissioner

in 1809, the miaoionariea found themselves in disagreement with him

— partly because Johnston waa scornful of their experience in Africa,

and partly because he and they differed in outlook on almost any

given problem due to their different roles in society.

lews seems to have followed a consistent policy throughout Ms

career. He avoided controversy at all costs and only tackled those

itan3 in public affairs which had a direct impact on the Livingstonia

Mission and ita adherents. TMa policy had a two-fold result. The

dynamic leadership at Blantyre under Gcott and Hstherwick suffered

from the lack of support which Laws' immense prestige in Administration

circles in Ilulawi and in the Scottish Churches at home would have

given them in their quarrels with Commissioner Johnston. Oftai their

- 84 -
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vociferous behaviour was compared to their disadvantage with the

cool attitude of Dr. Laws. Secondly, tho Administration went out

of its way to comply with Laws' requests, knowing they were few.

Laws could have had plenty to quarrel about with Johnston if

he had wanted. Johnston was a self-confessed believer in palmistry

and necromancers.^ He was scornful of missionaries and no doubt

impressed thorn as such. The Llvingstonia Committee noted in 1891

that "the Convener ... feared that Consul Johnston ... might not be
2

sympathetic 'with the Mission in their work".

Horace Waller wrote an urgent appeal to the Livingatonia

Committee reporting that Commissioner Johnston lal made use of slaves

as porters from Zanzibar to Malawi.^ In this ca3e the Livingstonia

Committee rightly felt that it would make petitions only after detailed

information from Sr. Laws, who bus then due in Scotland on furlough.

As was characteristic of Laws, that was the last heard of the matter.

It may bo also that the Missions suffered loss of investments

in Chikhusi'a country because Johnston did not inform the 5breign

Office diligently enough about missionary activity in that area.

As a result, the Berlin Treaty of 1891 left the mission station in

British territory but left the people on the Portuguese side. The

Committee was also disappointed that a Livingstonia Mission station

BLbiU. (PevHC-tU- I90-&-
1. H.H. Johnston, Who story of iff Life >

2. Livingatonia Sub-Committee .'.linutos, 4/l/l391 (C.3. Library).
3. Ibid.« 23/1/1891.
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in Kararamuka's country had been included in Cenaan territory.*
In addition Johnston wan an avowed friend of the Moslems, whose

Swahili allies the missionaries considered as forming the hard-core

slavers. He pensioned off Jumbo, whom the missionaries saw as a

notorious Moslem Swahili slaver, and had designs to hand over Malawi

to the rule of a "wicked" company, the British South Africa Company,
2

based in South Africa.

/mother very serious charge levelled against Johnston by the

Blantyre Mission in particular was that his plan of pacification

relied too heavily on war with the chiefs. If war was such a

necessity, how had they been able to live with the Africans for

fifteen years without an army? they asked. According to Xtoss,

Johnston had noted that there was a difference in policy between the

Free Church of Livingstonia and the established Church at Blantyre.

It seems highly likely that he decided to treat the two societies

differently under a deliberate policy of "divide and rule"j at least,

he stated clearly that he would try to build up the Universities

Mission of Archdeacon Marples as a rival to Blantyre.^ These rival¬

ries, and more seriously the taxation which followed them, raised the

most bitter controversy at this time. Johnston argued: "All the

1. Ibid., 23/6/1891.
2. A.C. Hosa, "Origins and -development of the Church of Scotland

Blantyre Mission," p. 194•
3. Archdeacon Marplea was a close friend of Laws. Bee letters in

Professor ■•hepper3onto Collection, Vol. A (Edinburgh Jniversity).
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chiefs ruling anjrfckore noar Blantyre have concluded treaties which

deal with this question of tax."* Iiethex'wick replied that those
2

who did .«ako pressurised by Acting Consul Buchanan to do 30.

It is significant that Br. Laws persuaded Johnston not to "deal

with" the Ngoni and Tonga chiefs as he had done with the chiefs in

the Blantyre area.. The Blantyr© Mission had in fact offered to help

in one case, that of Chikhuaibu, but Johnston rejected the offer. ^
The result of this understanding with Laws was rewarding* as has

already been seen in Chapter' III. "Lore significant still was tho

fact that Laws* sphere of influence was left untouched by the notori¬

ous taxes which go vexed the Blantyre leaders in the south.

However, the poll tax was imposed in the Idrings tonia area in

1397 (five years after its imposition in the south), without consulta¬

tion with the chiefs. There were definitely some missionaries in

the Livingstonia fission who could have stood against this imposition;

four shillings per head per annum was extortionate. Henderson, one

^5-® letter
of Laws' educationists at Livingstania» explained^to his wire that
the average monthly wage of an African was two shillings and eight-

pence and that it would take about three months to save this amount.

He says«

1. H.K. Johnston to Br. Hetherwick, 4/7/1392 (MS Hyasaland and
Kikuvu 1391-06 Library).

2. Hetherwiok to Br. C. Scott, 25/7/1392 (ibid.).
3. Life and ..ork in B.C.A.. 1/8/1391.



If only we could see some real lasting good coning
out of our taxation, however, we should not demur, but we don't.
The last action of our worthy commissioner—I won't give him
a capital letter—is to impose a game tax and now wo must
pay one pound a pgear before we can use them /the gung/. There
are just throe gtwo?7 things untaxed in B.C.A., machinery, air
and water.*

These taxes wero supposed to pay for Johnston's army and police.

But, according to Henderson,

the police force creates far more crime than it checks, Life
and property are least safe near Gvt. centres. The armed forces
are officered by men who have come here simply to secure early
promotion ... The Protectorate is seething 'with discontent.
The Planter, the organ of trade, is full of attacks on the Gvt.
and so bitter is the feeling of hostility against Sir H.H. John¬
ston ... that it is thought likely that he will not return before
December when he will bo entitled to retire ... ^

-Laws' policy was made clear to his junior colleagues! "Br. Laws

is very much for keeping quit and loading alone wrote Henderson

in one letter.^

But there wore other things against which Laws could at least

have protested. Henderson wrote to his wife of a visitor to living-

stonia mission on his way to the north of the Lake. He say3:

They hod also a young fellow ... returning from 31an tyre
where he stood trial for wantonly shooting in cold blood without
any provocation whatsoever ti>*> natives. He wanted to test a
rook rifle and shot at them as if they were trees. He wa3 con¬
victed and fined £J0 or six months imprisonment. Well, after
that the A.L. Co. is sanding this fellow to be assistant manager
in the Tanganyika anil t-'wero districts, and the man whom he is to

1. Henderson's letters to his wife in K. Shepherd (ed.), The Pioneers
of Modem Malawi (Lovedale Press, 1968), Letter 32, 17/*v 1897*

2. Ibid., p. 253.

3. Ibid.. Letter 2?, 12/3/1397. p. 226.
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assist is his own brother, a man I case across once, a ruffianly
beast. One wonders, one is forced to consider anxiously whether
any grounds whatsoever are sufficient to prevent one speaking out
about the things one sees and hears about, dr. Laws is very much
for keeping quiet and leaving alone, but the question comes to
be if it i3 right to keep quiet, whatever the cost of speaking
out may be. People at home would not believo the things that
one sees and hears of being done by people in authority here.

The labour problem in the eighteen-ninetios was still in its

infancy but grew with the years and has never been solved to this day.

There were three aspects to the problem, ovor all of which the missions

and the Government were bound to differ. In the first instance,

Johnston believed Africans to be incapable of tackling the higher

technical skills and proposed to import Indian workmen to fill this

gap. dr. Jcott was very vigorous in his attack on this policy»

There seems to ua little need of imported labour, we need
not yet fell at the feet of John Chinaman or Chunder den. A few
grains of respect for the race we have here, mixed with our daily
calculations, and taken with every meal, would soon give us a 2
proper colonietio tone, and add wonderfully to our peaco of mind.

The second aspect of the labour problem was the planters, who

in the absence of any government supervision were taking "Children, of
mm ""7

tender age /janci putting then/ to all kinds of work only fit for able-

bodied men and women."^

Apparently laws paid no attention to these aspects of the labour

problem, probably because, as Suchan pointed out, the Missions them¬

selves employed young people as part-time workers after school hours

ibid.. Letter 27, 12/3/1397, p. 226.
2• Life and fork in B.C.A,., 1/4/1891.
3. Ibid., 1/3/1390.



1
or as part of their education. But there was a third aspect of

the problem which affected the Livingstonia Mission more than any¬

where else. Henderson wrote in 1337*

Wages are steadily rising around Blantyre and a visit of
a few months to it ensures the earning of a small fortune.
Unfortunately scarcely a single boy has gone to Blantyre without
being spoilt by it. The first shock comes to these boys in
seeing white men entirely ignoring God and living, many of them,
in open gross sin. There are exceptions ... but as a whole we
prefer1 to liave nothing at all to do with boys who have bean to
the capital.^

'The problem of losing his best lads sometimes before the completion

of their courses* and more seriously the un-Christian influence of the

south* was a major challenge to Laws. The problem was later traced

to the education he and other missions gave the African* an aspect

which will be discussed later in this chapter. On© reason for Laws'

inattention to the problems brought forward by his brother missionar¬

ies in the south was his ore-occupation with the Li/ingatonia Institu¬

tion, which he hoped would grow into the university of Central Africa.

The grand plans which he submitted to the Livingstonia Committee, but

whioh were unfortunately rejected, were copied from the tower building

of Kill's College, Aberdeen University."^ There could well have been

another reason compelling Laws to keep his peace with the Administra¬

tion and the British Louth Africa Company. He was trying to acquire

titlehold to an area a hundred square miles in extent for the

Ibid.

2. Henderson Letters, Ho. 35, 25/7/1397•
3. The Plan is in Mr. walls1 Collection, University of Aberdeen,
if*—Laws to dr. 0. 6/ 11/1394
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Institution, and any quarrel with the Company or the Administration

would have jeopardized his chances of getting the land at the

cheapest price.*

In relation to the labour problem, he wrote to Acting Com-

. miasioner bharpe about the difficulty of keeping hi3 apprentices

throughout their courses. Here it must be mentioned that laws

hoped to {.lake idvingstonia a city of Christian craftsman, leaders

and teachers of the African reuse. He hoped to open a coal-mine

there—the existence of this mineral he tried his best to conceal

from the British Couth Africa Company and this was the cause of his

quarrel with H.H. Johnston. He would train blacksmiths, hospital

assistants, telegraphists, teachers, nurses, theologians and agri¬

culturalists. He therefore persuaded Mr. oharpe to pass an

Indenture f\ct which would compel the apprentices to stay for five

years. Gharpe replied J

I shall do anything In coy power to assist you in the
matter. I should say that with regard to indenturing appren¬
tices, the apprentice himself and his parents should have very
distinctly explained to than that the boy is practically not a
free agent for the term of five years and these contracts will
then be able in the case of an apprentice leaving his employ¬
ment to compel hira to return.2

«e should note in passing that this arrangement could also bo

used by planters to perpetuate the practice of child labour and thus

defeat the aims of the Blantyre crusaders.

1. Laws to Br. G. coith, 6/11/1394 (M3 7877).
2. A. Sharpe to lavs, 3c/ll/l394 («S 7374).
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The relationship between Laws and the Administration, is worth

closer examination because of the extreme restraint used in dealing

with controversial issues. There i3 no doubt that each party

realized the need for keeping the friendship of tho other, and

indeed in the past this friendship had been beneficial to both

parties. The issue which kept the two sides in correspondence fur

more than a decado was Laws' desire to acquire an area of a hundred

square miles.

Acquiring a hundred square miles of land in British Central

Africa waa no problem at all. H.n. Johnston had fixed three pence

1
a3 a fair price for an acre. But Laws had chosen a piece of land

which he believed to be well endowed with mineral deposits. He

confided to dr. 0. Smith of the Foreign Missions Committees

1 am anxious to secure the mineral rights, as I think,
indeed a., oure there is a seam of coal at Florence Lay - which
we could easily work for our neods.2

The British Louth Africa Company also believed that the land required

by Laws was the most fertile in northern Malawi and as such should

be reserved for themselves. Laws minimised these two possibilities

a3 much as possible. He wrote to the Acting Commissioner in 1394»

'L.ith regard to gold or other precious metals X have seen no visible

gold anywhere ..." and a3 to the supposed fertility of the land, "for

any other purpose, so fair as I can judge the land is practically

1. H.H. Johnston, British Central Africa, pp. 112-113.
2. Laws to Br. G. Lmith, 16/12/1394 (Mb 7374)•
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useless. "

fie reminded aharpe that the tdvir^ tenia scheme was in fact

for the benefit of the natives and the advancement of the county,

and would thus tern to increase the value of the property of the

British oouth Africa Company as well as helping the work of the

government of British Central Africa.

As if to show that the land question was only a quarrel between

friends, haws added that he was sending one of his best African

printers to operate the Government Gazette printing works. It is

worth noting in passing that the Blanty.ro Mission had refused to be

helpful—„artl because the Government Gazette was supposed to rival
2

Blantyre'3 ".ife aad ..ork.

haws determined to handle this misunderstarfding in private.

'Any ... publication might cost us a good deal in the difficulty of

securing the ground we wish and also in an increased price to be

paid for it."^

The man sent by the Adainistration to investigate ~aws' claims

wa3 Mr. J. ^wanri, a man who had every reason to be grateful to Br.

haws. It was Ar. Gwann who> as Provincial Commissioner» had been

responsible for the Ilpesoni war and the %oniland colonisation.

1. Laws to A. Jharpe, 30/ll/l394j also Gharpe to Laws, 3Q/ll/l894
(Mb 7874).

2.

3. Laws to G. iiaith, 6/11/1894 (MS 7877).
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1
The results of the %oni episodes have been noted. The -iueen had

honoured Lwann for it, so he had every reason to confide in Laws;

he had also bean saved by law3' timely intervention from a nasty con¬

troversy over the 1J,00G head of cattle they had commandeered from

Mpezeni' 3 people. He there confided in Lawst "Lome hktitors of

African liioeion papers /Bisntyrejy have gone out of their way to

howl at wrtiut they called unrighteousness." His view3 on Africans

were1 "History says these people were to be slaves of slaves to

their Brethren. Blantyre says they are equals ... They are the work

of our Creator. Yes, so are horses ...." As to Br. Laws and hie

Aurora. it was all praise. "Come then Aurora ana let us see more

2
distinctly our several paths ..."

Law: had therefore every reason to be satisfied when Mr. Swarm

cane to Livlrjgstonia. He wrote to Dr. 0. Smiths "Mr. Swann will

decidedly report in our favour.""*

Two other British South Africa Company officials who dealt

with Laws' land question had their different reasons to court his

friendship. .-'.ajar Torbes, Administrator of Korth-&aat Rhodesia,

was very much aware of the usefulness of the technical skills which

naws was teaching. It was obvious that for a long time there

would be a scarcity of skilled Europeans and Laws' pupils were already

1. A. Hwann to Laws, I4/2/I897 (Gen. 561*).
2. Ibid.

3. Laws to G. Smith, 6/11/1894•
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in demand. Rhodes had in fact given him a fifty-pound annual
1

donation for the training of telegraphists. Lord Overtoun thanked

Major Forbes more than onoe for his "kind reference to Dr. Laws and

the work of the Livingstonia Mission" made to Rhodes.^ The second

man was . lr« Codrington, who replaced Major Forbes. Mr. Codrin-'ton

wanted a medical missionary situated in Mwenzo, the Company's head¬

quarters, for whose services they would pay a third of his salary,

F100 per year.^ Major Forbes before him had also suggested to Laws

an invasion of Eecbar-land by missionaries as he hud reason to believe
4

they would be warlike if tackled by the Company directly. it was

finally Major Forbes who granted the land required by Laws in 19^5*

There is a detailed record in the Caseby Papers of how the

vast amount of land acquired by Laws was utilised. Laws tried

various types of mountain wheat in the Livingstenia aires with a view

5
to making the Fission self-sufficient in flour.^ He also started a

scheme of re-afforestation5 the number of trees, ranging from fra.it

trees to plantation trees, reached the million mark in Caseby's tine.^
Ho also ar;ployad trained agriculturalists to advise the tenants on

improved methods of land tilling and succeeded in persuading the

1. w.P. Livingstone, Laws of iivinf:atonia. p. 267*
2. Lord Overtoun to Major Forbsa, 19/11/1897 ami 23/11/1397 (ML 7373).
3« Codrington to Laws, 20/10/1888 (MS ;/3l).
4. Major Forbes to Lord Overtoun.
5. Laws to Caaeby, 25/4/1923 (Caseby Papers, C4).
6. Caseby memorandum to the Young Commission, 7/5/29»
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African tenants to use cattle-drawn iron plougha.*" Jiore important

Still«

Up to this year the charge for rent has been ... six
pence per year ... /fo£/ apprentice mission workers and
students in training ... /.and/ all other tenants per holding
one shilling per year. The rent has been collected in cash
or in foodstuffs. 2

There are three very important aspects to the imposition of

rent in an African context. Admittedly, some of the tenants were

immigrants, but nevertheless they would consider themselves more

indigenous to the land than the mission authorities. Secondly, the

African viewpoint as to the use of land was that it was a free gift

from God and that every man was entitled to use only the part

necessary lor his survival, without let or hindrance. From this

viewpoint, then, Aaw3* imposition of rent and regulations was an

unwarranted interference with God's gifts. Thirdly, the sixpence

or shilling rent should really be seen as adding to the burden of

the annual poll tax which was, at four shillings, equivalent to at

least two months' paid employment, at the rate of two shillings and

eightpence a month.^

It should also be noted in passing that the tenant-landlord

relationship was fraught with misunderstandings and was one of tho

immediate cauaoa of an uprising in 1914 in the Blantyre area.^

1. Laws to Caseby, 3/l/l92l (Caseby Papers, C12).
2. Caseby llemorandua, p. 3.

3. Henderson Lettorg, p. 253-
4« G. Shepperaon, independent African (Ldinburgh University Press

195Q), PP. 193ff.
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About this tin® (c.1913)> the 'building of the Boira to Blantyre

railway was making rapid progress and it was feared that it would

bring an influx of Indian and European settlers in its wake. If
'

African titlehold to lan! was not defined by law, the African might

find himself bought out.*" As usual, Br. Hatherwick had clear ideas

of how t!ii3 was to be avoided! the Colonial Office must be pressur¬

ised to pass the necessary law and to this end a united voice from

the 1'roe Church and the Established Churche3 of Scotland would no

doubt carry weight at the Foreign Office. At this time Laws was a

government-appointed member of the Governor's Legislative Council

and it may be that Br. Hatherwick was not sufficiently confident of

Laws' sympathy to ask him to raise the question in that Council. He

therefore took what he perhaps felt to be the best alternative. He

wrote to the Foreign Mission Committee of hi3 Church, asking them to
3cl

seek eo-.Deration with their Free Church counterpart. tfairley ha.ro v

then wrote to Laws*

_lr. Hetherwiojs/' deals with the land question of Nyasaland,
and shows that the natives have no titles to their land and not
even receives. He urges Government to look into the matter
before the railway from Boira is completed, which is likely to
bring into the country large numbers of Europeans and Indians,
and he desires that the Foreign Missions of the two Churches
urge the matter upon the Gvt. do are quite willing to do
anything to strengthen your hands on this matter, but are wonder¬
ing whether it would not be better to allow you to bring the
matter up in the Leg. Council as from your Mission Councils or
Consultative Board of Missions. ^Seeing thajfc/ Colonial Uvts.
rtither resent suggestions ... from the homeland, especially the
C.O., lading upon such as outside interference, Jjte feej/

1. In 1397 there were 200 Indians and 5^0 Europeans in Malawi.
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suggestions coming from yourselves unitedly might receive
sympathetic consideration. If you agree with ua in this you
might cable two words, DO N.TTHING. 1

It is in fact likely that laws himself had his own tenant-landlord

quarrels t > deal with. Indeed in one case a District Commissioner

was called, to judge the dispute* Admittedly this case was reported

three years after his departure, but it is common for land disputes
2

to drag on, eve" for decades.
Oaly, Secretrry of the Livingstonia Committeec,

Apparently by January~.~|Trr>"Had"Hot-BSarcTfrom Lawsi""and wrote
again:

«e wish to be guided by you men on the spot, and will do
anything you suggest to strengthen your hands- Meanwhile we
are as':ing the P.M. Comm. of the Church of Scotland what they
are doing in response to the statement by Br. iietherwick.

Over the years Laws had developed an easy solution to problems that

embarrassed him. lie said nothing and did nothing about them.

Meanwhile, another cause was worrying lie. Hetherwiok. A few

cases of sleeping-sickness had raised the fear that an epidemic dould

only be avoided by drastic measures which would include the slaughter

of all aniraala in the affected area as well as controlling the move¬

ment a of people in the area. It appears that a fauna Association

had persuaded the Malawi Administration not to do the first, while

the second precaution teemed unattractive to the Government. The

j)aW
1. F. to Laws, 9A2/1913 (Mb JS68)»
2. Minutes of P.M.C., May 1930 (C.3« Library).

ly t

3. 'Marly- to iawa, IA/I/I9I4.
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Livinjstonia Committee was confused because '*fr. D. Millar (Commit¬

tee member' urges uo to do nothing, but Dre. Hetherwick and Prentice

urge immediate action. We are in difficulty." As in the first
J>oW

'

case, ha.;?; was silent. F. could not help noting that the

Committee were "much disappointed that the answers have not yet come

from Livingstonia tc the exhaustive queries which were sent out,
2

I believe, to you".

3>&\y
I appear that Fairley letter refers both to

Iletherwick'a land campaign and to the sleeping-sickness crusade as

well. M. Solfand saya tho Government had been making investigations
3

into thi3 disease 3ince 19*G8. But HetherMck says clearly that

all these commissions and investigations were only a means of buyin;

time in favour of the Fauna Association which had"weighty names

among its members and weighty names carry weight in official circled1.^'

However, Laws actually did bring his immense influence to bear

on the Government on an issue which directly affected his Living-

stonia trainees. For a long time he had been training medical

orderlies and assistants, yet the Government in its Indian Medioal

Practitioners Bill had ignored them in favour of Indian practitioners.

Laws had a simple plan, a Native Medical Practitioners Ordinance which

1. F. .wily, , ';c Laws, 20/2/1914 (MS 7863).
2. Ibid., 23/4/1914*
3. M« Gelfand, Lakeside Pioneers (Bl&ckwell 19&4), PP* 3Glff.

4* Life and •.or)-: in hyasaland (Got.-Leo. 1913), No. 5.
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ton!a Committee was Jubilant J "Vie read with much pleasure what you

told us of the Medical Practitioners' Ordinance. It show* the ad¬

vantage gained to missions by the presence on the Legislative Council

of one like yourself."* As to the sleeping-sickness crusade, the

Committee went on despite Laws' neutrality and reminded Lord Harcourt

at the Colonial Office of the "Mission's ... responsibility in the

matter, as it is largely through the action of the missions that the

territory in question is now British ... and also because they have

used their influence with natives to carry out the laws, and man;.' of
2

the Natives look up to them for protection."

A Christian Marriage Ordinance was also passed during Laws'

tenure of office in the Legislative Council, but it is not clear what
iia\v

part he took in its formulation, though Fairley .-^4^-. believed the

subject to be a very important one.^ Laws seems also to have

persuaded the Administrator of the Hhodesian territory under the

British South Africa Company to give hira a grant of seventy-five

pounds for the extension of church work in the territory adjacent to
4Malawi.

1. Pair ley Burly to Laws, U/s/lJU (MS 7863).
2. Fairley Daly to Rt.Hon. Lord Harcourt, 13/3/1914 (MS 7868)
3. Fairley Daly to Laws, 26/11/1913.

r ■ i. o's3r'-rr • ■ r"si ■ - ■ . ■ ■■ . - a
4. Ibid.
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(bv Plication? r,jjal->xic ? Contribution

This section will try to show that Laws' greatest and most

lasting contribution was in the field of education. This is the

more paradoxical because the lasting effects of his 'English" education

on the Africans went beyond the intended effects and contrary to his

aim.'*' vVhenever these undesirable results, whose long-term effect

was in fact to render superfluous the empire he had worked so hard to

establish in Malawi, were pointed out to him in their infancy, he did

his best to deny them, let alone admit that they were the results of
2

his handiwork. In fact his efforts contributed to the birth of an

infant but fundamentally anti-imperial nationalism. Lis education

plan was basically modelled on the ^«glish tier system, the lower

primary school followed by the upper grades, after which the schools

forked into academic institutions for prospective academics and

technical schools which took both trade apprentices and full-time

trainees.

Regarding the ceaseless efforts Laws made to seoure this educa¬

tion, it should be recalled that he entered into an agreement with

Commissioner A. Jharpe to make his five-year apprentice scheme

enforceable by the Government. The idea was to compel boys to remain

1. Laws was greatly influenced by Dr. otawart of Lovedale and Dr.
Duff, both of whom were staunch supporters of an "i&iglish" education.

2. 3. dharpe's book, The Contribution of J.N, flarauhar to Protestant
Thou'dit in India, shows how Duff's English education did not in fact
destroy Hinduism but reinforoea it and created the foundations of
Hindu nationalism.
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who would otherwise have run off bo for.; acquiring thoir certificates.

In 1905 he entered into on agreement with the Slantyre Mission ami

the Dutch Mission which served to standardise the education of

Africans in Malawi in those poz-tions where these missions operated.

Laws was a strong advocate of educational grants to missions, though

not in the quarrelsome vein of the lilantyre Mission.^ He was also
/

willing to get these wherever he could. He managed to get all his

telegraphic equipment supplied by Rhodes' British South Africa

Company as well as getting an annual grunt of fifty pounds for the

training of Africans in that field/* .eventually the Government of

Malawi contributed an annual amount of no less than £1,000 in 1914,

which however the Blantyre Mission mocked as being equivalent to two

pence a child.'J Laws' native Medical Practitioners Ordinance was a

further step in his scheme of things, since it assured all the nurses

he trainee a recognized place and salary outside the mission stations/
The results of tho3® measures were that education was sought

after, no longer to enhance knowledge about Christian life, but to

enhance the quality of life, and for its own sake. A Couth African

Laws to A.Sharpe 30/11/1894
■

Generally referred to as the Education Code, it was the first step
in inter-denominational co-operation reported in Life & Work,Wo 1,
1910.

3* Life an- Lork of Kvasaland, Kb. 1 (1916).
4. ».P. Livingstone, Laws of Llvifv:etonia. p. 267.
5. School enrolment in 1914 was 12,000 pupils in the colony.
6. Ibid.
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missionary, observing how the Southern African had become keen on

education, wrote to the Free Church Record thus: "'The native is

keener on education than on any other thing under the can}" and this

could apply to the .Malawi Afrloan as well With a certificate and

years of apprenticeship behind him, the educated African was pre¬

pared to seek his fortune wherever opportunities were offered: in

the iihodesias, the Congo and as far off as South Africa. Those who

thought of the "native ... as a mere beast of burden, to be exploited

for the lowest possible wage, or for no wage at all if that were

2
possible, ' found labour scarce in Malawi. This was part of a grow¬

ing problem in the first two decades of this century. when Henaarson

of the Livingstonia Institution said that, even there, they preferred

to have nothing to do with Africans who had been to the south, he

probably feared they were prepared to demand equitable wages in return

for their labour."^ The Free Church, calling the Native Problem 'the

greatest in the world", gave its diagnosis in the Record of 1914:

"gThe Europeaiy^ civilize and educate backward communities ... /but/

are afraid of the consequences and their fear makes them act

unjustly."^

The Interdenominational Missionary Conference at i'uera. in Malawi

1. J. Luke, "A Matter of Colour," F.C. Record. 1/2/1914*
2. J.H. Morrison, "First Impressions of the Native Question," F.C.

Record, 1/6/1914*
3* henderson Letters, 25/7/1397*
4* Record, Editorial, l/2/1914*
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in 1910 heard a special paper read to them on the matter. Taking

the example of Blantyre, which was half the size of the Livingstonia

Mission, of all the apprentices since the Indenture Act of 1900,

ninety per cent had left for the Hhodesias and South Africa before

their terms wore expired. Of those who completed their terms, only

34 per cent remained in the country. In the past ten years, of the

fifty teachers trained there, only six remained with the Mission

while tho rest either gave up teaching altogether, joined govern¬

ment service or went to the south. The problem must liave been on a

colossal scale in laws' Livingstonia, partly because his area was

comparatively undeveloped while the Blantyre area, possessing tho

railway line, Government buildings and European settlements, at least

had bettor chances of employment. Moreover, whereas the Blantyre

Mission had a total following of 12,000 in 1914 and only over 300
2

schools, ravingstonia had 43,000 followers and 550 schools. In 191C
3

the Missions estimated an annual figure of 17,000 leaving Malawi.

Both mi3aions and planters had organized joint petitions to the

Government to discourage labour migration to the south. It may be

asked what the aim of mission education had been in the first instance

if now they were dissatisfied with this state of affairs. education,

according to tho writer of the 1910 paper at the Missionary Conference,

1. Life and dork in Nyasaland, 3ept>-0ec. 1910.
2. Statistical breakdown in haw3 Collection (s.U.L. 563* )•
3. Life am work in Gyaaaland. Sept.-Bee. 1910.
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wau intended to prepare Malawi Africans to meet the "incoming tide

of civilisation with a well instructed army of teachers", but the

African for his part had "taken advantage of our machinery ... for

his own ends—that he may got gain."

J** ***

The paper saw the villain ab the acquisition of Sta&lish ^.vhicjy

opens to the student lucrative positions ... to take up money-making

pursuits instead of Christian work". The author comes to a con¬

clusion echoed by the Livings to rila News, which said, "The chief

hindrance to tho attainment of our aim Is our abuse /l.e» teaching,/

of English." The Reverend A. MacAlpine, who toured South Africa

and Southern Rhodesia on behalf of the Livingstonia Mission to assess

the numbers, was told by a mine manager in Johannesburg that the

Malawi African there was an active and intelligent type, the very man

who coal- -.ve made a self-supporting and self-perpetuating Church in
2

Malawi possible. The Livlry-stonia Hews also noted sorrowfully in

1912 that on returning home, invariably the emigrant would be lost to

the faith, and often, to the porplexity of the Church, used his

new-found wealth to pay bride-price for more than one wife.^ In any

case Laws was suspicious of any commercial metropolis, having noticed

as early as 1394 nearer home at Karonga that the release from tribal

restraints, unless replaced by some new order, led to a peculiar and

1. Ibid.

2. Ljvingstonia Mews, April 1911.
3. Ibid.. 1/8/1912.
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peritaps fiighteiiiUo laissez-faire attitude.

In 1^29 ^e reminded Caasby how he had untiringly preached in

and out of season scientific tilling of the land as more rewarding
2

than migrating to the South African gold-mines.

e • •

There was yet another problem which could b© traced to educa¬

tion, from whose results Laws and his contemporaries were at pain.:,

to dissociate themselves. This has been called the "Ethiopian

movement. The idea of an "Ethiopian Church' arises from Biblical

references such as the Ethiopian Eunuch, the *^ieen of Eheba, 3ixaon

of Cyrene who carried Jesus' cross, and others, which might give the

impression that an African church was as old as the European Church

and stemmed directly from early Christian times, in its own right.

The existence of Ethiopia as an independent state might have further

reinforoed the Ethiopian prophets' dreams of a new Africa free from

foreign intervention in church or state. This creed was first

introduced to Ealawi by immigrant workers returning from south Africa

where "independent" African churches had mushroomed since 1805»

Snce the idea of an independent church — a church, that is, free from

mission control — had taken effect, some of the prophets in Malawi

came to be not veteran workers in South Africa but simply educated

1. Laws to Dr. G. Smith, 3/12/1894 (MS 7874).
2. Laws to Caseby, 8/'l/l929 (Caseby Papers, C.12).
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African;; who wanted to run their own show. h sympathetic Blantyre

missionary note in Life and .Vork that in countries- where Africans

had had a chance to participato in church affairs at the highest level,

aa waa the case in B^sutoland, such a movement had not arisen. He

also noticed its political significance, which was no more than "the

desire of nations to have separate existence untrammelled by foreign

supervision". He also noted that one of their aims was "whipping- the

British until they reached the banks of the Thames".*

Jne of the pamphlets distributed by the Ethiopian prophets fell

into the hands of Br. Llmslie, who was thoroughly alarmed by the

anti-imperinliatic theology expounded in it. He published his views

in the Livia .atonia News t of which Laws was editor. Lince Llcaslie

waa Laws' deputy, it can be expected that the views expressed in that

paper wero common to both. The pamphlet was entitled The ■/Ivine Fjq.t
2

of the Apes. The paper seemed to be challenging the missions in

their sympathy with the imperial government when it stated:

To claim that these Imperfect kingdoms, with their
imperfect laws and often selfish and vicious rulers, are the
kingdom of our Lard and hia anointed is a gross libel upon
the true kingdom of Christ ... before which they ahox'tly

must fall ...

and—perhaps a co-incidental hint to those who sought to thwart the

spreading of knowledge to the African—the pamphlet warned:

Life a:Kl »ork in Lyasaland. April-May 1914-
2. Llvingstonia Lews, l/lu/1909*
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Men arc beginning to U3e their reasoning powers ...

and they will act out of their convictions so much more
violently as they come to realize that a deception has been
practised upon them in the name of the God of justice.

If the followers asked what was to be done about these wic-cod

empires, the answer was very clean "The thing to be expected 30 far

as the empires of the earth are concerned, is their utter destruction."

Perlia.p3 even more significant from the colonist and missionary point

of view was that the

Ethiopian prophets declare/.d^ that because of the increase
of knowledge a still more general and widespread dissatis¬
faction will finally express itself in a world-wide revolu¬
tion and the overthrow of all law and order ....

This and other pamphlets were prepared in the United utates but

reached Malawi Africans from their relations in 'South Africa. The

prophets themselves also acted as agents. dUmslie was definitely

not amused by this pamphlet. The Livingstonia region, moreover, had

the greatest number of migrant workers in South Africa and was tho

worot affected by this movement in -Malawi.

Th1 Livi'a-'.stonia l-iewo (edited by -Uawe) noted with dismay that

the prophet Kenan Kaawana prophesied of a new state of Malawi in which

things "would bo managed by natives themselves and /.there would be/

freedom from taxation and foreign rule '."'' Nevertheless, the movement

affected Laws personally in that Charles Domingo, one of the most

successful prophets, was an orphan child who had been given to Laws

1. Livinyo ;onia News, l/3/l9G9 •
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by Dr. Ctewart of Lovedale and brought up at the Mission all his

life. dome time in 1907 he broke away from the Livingstonia Mission,

in which he was an elder, and set up his own church in the vicinity.

More remarkable was Kamwana, already referred to in this

cnapter. The Xivingstonia Hews noted with bitter sarcasm J

This lad was educated in the Bandawe schools,
where ho got his education, books, eto., free and was
at the Jvertoun Institution.

On his return from Johannesburg where he had imbibed the Ethiopian

philosophy,

his first step was to go round the whole district talking
cautiously with the people, carefully noting their desires
and any dissatisfaction that existed among them, and so
getting to grips with the situation. The first raove was to
sound privately the elders of the Church and teachers and try-
to persuade then. to leave the missionaries and take the work
upon themselves.

"Kamwana, ' the Mission paper went on to confess, "was ... a strategist

and struck the weak points very cleverly.'4

The paper, which had tried to paint Kamwana as a dodomite,

confessed that he forbade polygamy but left to the husband the choice

of which wife was to go. In line with the thirst for knowledge

among Africans he demanded free and universal education in Malawi.

He baptised after confession, a slap in the face of Hving3tonia

which sometimes took as long as two years giving a catechumen lea-ons

before baptism. Kamwana1 a teaching came after baptism and admission

into the Christian fellowship.

Kamwana was thrown into prison by the Governor of Malawi, and
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hia followers believed that Laws had had something to do with it.

whatever Laws might have said to the Governor, his paper was jubilant

at the Governor's action. It told its readers

All in Kyasaland who have seen anything of the movement
under dorian Kamwana will have no doubt regarding the wiadora
of His excellency in taking action before the movement attains
greater proportions.

And — perhaps trying to catch the attention of the Government— it

reminded its readers that "missions are accredited agencies whose

influence is on the side of good government."

It never appeared to Laws that, whatever might happen to Karawana

and Domingo as persons, they were literally correct in proclaiming

that their spirit was the spirit of a new Africa. In hia spiteful

reaction to the prophets' claims that they were in fact able to manao

their own affairs in church and in state, Laws was only being loyal to

his age. out it is still surprising that, despite the enormous

capital and time he put into the training of Africans, he did not

realize their potential to achieve the aims of the prophets. Perhaps

his love for empire blinded him to the significance of the educational

schemes which he himself had taken so much time to implement. . ith

reference to the Africans' ability to manage their own affairs, he

said in his hivingstonla News that he doubted very much whether "at

the present ticao any movement not directly under European control, can

2
long remain healthy".

1* Ljyjnvp tonia Hews, 1/3/1909.
2. ibid.. 1/8/1912.
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Earlier# Government had sent a ropreeentati/e uu the

idvingstonia ..isaion to investigate the disturbances caueeu by tho

Aamwana movement. Apparently# the Government Officer put his fii^ex

on the root of the matter, and questioned the effects of education on

the African. He hinted at the possibility that the spread of know¬

ledge has the effect of unsettling the African and making him

diseatisfled with imperial ties. The Mission was apparently unaware

of this effect and assumed that the "right" education given by them¬

selves had in fact the effect of making the Africans loyal to the

Government. The Mission paper pointed out to the Government Cfficex

that already,"but for the solid work done by the Missions, the Govern¬

ment would have had a large thing to deal with." It then went on»
fmm ~mm

"We were able to show /Jpig/' that the methods we follow, apart alto¬

gether from the spiritual necessity of following these, have been, by

producing a sound church and class, on this occasion, the saving of

the country ...."*

The Mission remained out of sympathy with the movement, and

continued to find it an embarrassment until it was finally eradicated

by the Government in 1914- In the intervening years the Livingatonia

News printed reports of its preachers being ridiculed and meeting with

"silly opposition" in hitherto friendly districts. In 1910, Bandawe

school enrolment reaainad static but more than half the pupil3 oust

have followad Aamwana's ideas of a free education for the school fees

1. i-iviiytstvnia News. 1/2/1910.
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fell from seventy pounds the previous year to thirty pounds. At

Ekrwendeni in Ngoniland, a drop in school enrolment led to the redund¬

ancy of .ruaxiy teachers.

sLven the rebellion led by an African, -teverend John Chilembwe,
j

B.A., B.C., in 1914 did not convince Laws that the spread of know¬

ledge was contrary to the interests of imperialism. Chilembwe had

built up a successful mission station at which he taught politics

straight from the Bible. This had a disconcerting resulti oven when

informers had reported of Chilerabwe, before the attempted revolution,

"that he was preaching sedition to hi3 followers", nothing had been
2

done. This was because Chilembwe taught politics with the Bible as

his textbook and therefore left no evidence of subversive literature

whatever.

Chilembwe's affair will be discussed in greater detail in the

next sub-section.

♦ • •

(c) 1903-1929 i leauaof Honour anu Liberalism

In 1908 the Scottish United Free Church conferred on Laws the

greatest honour that church could give to its serving ministers, the

honour of serving in the capacity of Moderator for a year. Laws'

1. 3ee Shepperson, independent African. Chapters IV and V, for a
detailed account or Uhi'iemowe.

2. Proceedings of the Legislative Council in Hyasaland (Public
itecords Office", London CO.626/6;, 10/3/1913, ?» 6.
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grandiose plana for a colony of Christian workmen in Malawi were

being increasingly frustrated. So serious development had come to

the region and the poor level of pay still prevalent in Malawi drove

the young and ambitious out of the country* ^n these young men he

would have built a strong and self-supporting native church. His

invitation to the Livingatonia Afrioans to use new methods of agri¬

culture as an alternative to labour migration to Couth Africa had

only limited results. Those in the Livingstonia estate and neigh¬

bouring countryside abandoned the hand-drawn hoe in favour of ox—lrlvin

ploughs. But migration and an honest society was still a far cry.

In fact there was a new and frightening development, the emergence of

a class, mission-educated but sceptical in matters religious, particu¬

larly as they found their legitimate aspirations frustrated by the

colour bar, a 3ystera whereby men are judged by their colour and not

by their ability.* Laws could not be blind where his Livingstonia

lads were concerned. In addressing the Scottish Commissioners of

the General assembly of 1908-9 he saw this problem as a world-wide one

and one that concerned the limpire as a whole. He spoke from a liberal

viewpoint, seeing the problem as lack of justice in the Staplre. It

should be explained that a liberal imperialist in the early decades

of this century believed in and fought for racial equality and justice,

especially in public affairs, but stopped short of self-government for

1. Laws to Caaeby, 8/1/1929*
2. Quoted .ro . Livia istonia Hews in Proceedings of the legislative

Council in c-^saland. 11/3/1915, p* 11.
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colonial peoples. If thi3 ideal hud been followed, it would

probably have weakened nationalistic movements and therefore streng¬

thened the Ilnpiro. This is a very different proposition from the

nationalist point of view — the desire of peoples to rule themselves

wrongly if they so choose. Laws would definitely have been alarmed
had

if people^expressed 3uch a viw. He however admonished the clerical

gentlemen that the lesson to be learned from the Indian Mutiny was

the need for a just and fair treatment of the Indian people as well

as all colonial peoples. The horrors of that mutiny were intended

to prick the conscience of the people and were also divinely motivated

as a call to duty. fiowhere would this call to duty ba more apparent

than in Africa where the colour bar was rearing its ugly head. He

advised as an urgent necessity the setting up of institutes of race

relations as part of certain coll&es. This colour bar, he argueu,

was dangerous to the iinpire in that it removed personal communion

between the white man and the African, a bond very important to the

security of empire."*"

In the same speech he emphasized the role of a Christian and an

industrial education. Europe and Britain must tap their vast

resources in order to extend the gospel to China and Asia. He feared

that should China achieve greatness without the moderating influence

of the goapel, it would become a "yellow peril" to Britain and to

Europe.

1. Laws, ■■.odomtorial Lpeechss, I908-9 (den. 563+).
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Lawa never repented of the idea that education and Christianity

had a role to play within the context of the Empire. In 1913 the

Governor appointed him a member of the Legislative Council, in which

he proceeded to secure the rights of educated Africans. In 1914 a

Medical Practitioners Bill brought before the Council would have
-T

excluded a 'considerable number of trained /Africarynurses. Their

qualifications ought to be considered. He spoke from experience

having trained some of those lads." The Governor had no objection

to the presence of these mission-trained medical practitioners, but

what did Laws want to do with them, put them on the Medical iiegister

as well? Apparently the Governor thought such a measure too radical.

Laws solved the problem: "He would put ithen/ ... in a second grade
2

and let the public have an indication to what class they belonged."

In the debate on the Native Tenants Ordinance, 1914» for which

Hetherwlbk had been campaigning, Laws said little; but the little

that he said must have made him appear an enemy of the settlers. The

Ordinance was a far ciy from Hetherwick's demands, in that it applied

only to European landlords and African tenants, excluding the rest of

the African population without any clear guidance as to their rights

on the lan;. However, Mr. Livingstone Bruce, a notorious descendant

of Or. Livingstone, a man who was sceptical of the African's abilities

and even more so in relation to mission attempts to develop theee

Hroceedinga of the Legislative Gounoil, 13/3/1914» P« 1 -

2. Ibid.. p. 3.
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abilities, challenged the Ordinance on two account3. "'He believed

the native was not yet born who loved work for work's sake," and that

giving hira the option of paying his rent in cash if ho so desired was

a licence to laziness which would damage the farmers. In addition,

the African was already a nuisance who felled timber for firewood and

ruined the soil by growing his crops. He himself only kept Africans

because he extorted two months' unpaid labour every year. Laws made

matters worse by thinking of his trained nurses or carpenters who

would be forced to work for two months instead of taking up more

remunerative jobs and then pay cash in lieu of rent. Bruoe feared

that already there was no preventative in the Bill to stop the native

tenant "suddenly turning round in the middle of the planting season

and insisting upon payment of rent in lieu of service", and Laws would

in fact have this inserted clearly.*

Laws faced the greateatc challenge to hie views in 1915 over the

Chilembwo uprising. As already mentioned, Chilembwe was by no means

the half-baked educated African the Chief Secretary tried to make of

him. There was nothing wicked about him or his followers. In fact

the Chief . ecretary of Ityasaland noted with bitter sarcasm that the

correspondence captured showed the leaders were professing and pious

Christians arid that one of them was in fact an elder of "a well-known
O

church in this neighbourhood" (Blantyre). He was referring to John

1* Ibrd., p. 14•

2. Ibid.. H/3/1915» p. 14.
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Xufa, Medical Assistant and Elder at Blnntyre Church.

Laws, fearful and hoping that a Commission of Enquiry might

exonerate their 'properly'1 educated Africans from blaiae, pat a motion

to the effect that the influence of Chilambwe outside his own church

should be ascertained, and that it should be established what class

instituted the group. Co sooner had the Governor agreed

to take no in of this view than Bruce lashed out at the missionaries,

he moved that pending the enquiry all schools managed by Africans

should bo closed. Defending his motion Bruce argued that higher

education given to the African at mission schools drove the African

to seek work in the south, where he imbibed these ideas of equality,

quoting the hlantyre Life and Work, "We are largely becoming an in¬

stitution for supplying educated labour to certain parts of Bhodesia

and Louth Africa."^ "The fact that the rebellion had been entirely

engineers- those educated natives was to hit ^Brace's/ mini the

most pernicious feature of the whole affair. Xn short it was a

2
rebellion of mission trained natives."

Bven Laws' prestige and learned argument could not convince

these diehardo. Laws argued that education could no longer be denied

to the African. In South Africa, this denial had directly led to

the expansion of the Ethiopian movement, and in any case they would

still find their way abroad. Closing the native-run schools would

!• Life an, ,<ork in Ihraealsnd, June-July 19II.
2. of the Jjftji.olqUvfl Council, 11, 3/1915, p. 11.
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affect not higher education, which Bruco complained about, but

elementary education, of which ho had no complaint. The demand for

highly educated Africans was more than the supply and Bruce hiiasclf

had applied to laws for one ouch African. The lad, having served

his term, however, refused to return. Contrary to common belief,

the missions in fact taught loyalty to the Empire. He (Laws ) had

had the pleasure of showing the previous Governor a lesson in the

oathechiai taught at Livingstonia. It read J "what is one's duty to

his countryV (^Answer) To respect and honour the King and all in

authority, to obey the laws and to do the best for one's neighbours."

its a whole, education had in fact facilitated better trade as the

requirements of the native rose.*-
Laws could as well have preached to the deaf. Mr. James Sidles

heartily supported Bruce's motion, the Chief Secretary and the Governor

were sympathetic to it and the Attorney-General advised that the two

opposing views "©re worth presenting to the Commission} the question

then might be considered as aub .julice, and to enter into controversy

over it before the Commission met would be inadvisable. There the

2
matter ended.

Both viewpoints were unfortunately correct in their own way.

Laws rightly cane to the conclusion that since the spread of knowledge

could not be stopped, it was better to control it. One of the

1. Ibid.. pp. llff.
2. Ibid,, p. 14.



reasons for the spread of Ethiopian literature was that it was free

and Africans used it for reading lessons. Laws was wrong in on©

fundamental things any form of knowledge, whether Christian or not,

is contrary to the selfish interests of empires. This is what the

Ethiopian prophetb saw very clearly* and said so in no uncertain terms

Hio teaching about loyalty to the King could easily bo turned into

loyalty to an African leader, while retaining all the essential rhythm

of the catechiamal lesson. Laws was forced to take a liberal stand

largely because his colleagues in the Legislative Council and the

Government -were so naive. Nevertheless they saw that the rai33ion~boy

was a threat to their dreams of lording it over the ignorant masses,

if only because the mission lad often saw himself as a little asun. u.

There was nothing more horrifying to the settler than the church elder

who spoke to the white man in the spirit of divine brotherhood.1
However, naive they were* for instance the Commissioners asked

Hetherwick why educated Africans no former lifted their hats to the

white man* and lietherwiok, as was his custom, bluntly told them th&t,
o

if they did the same, it would show that "two gentlemen have met".

To Bruce and the settlers, the missions had no business to put such

ideas into the heads of tho Africans. The missions did not put thera

there, tho tribal resistance leaders Mlozi, hpezeni and others

organized inter-tribal movements which could be the pride of any

1. H.H. Johnston, British Central Africa, p. 195*
2. Jhepperson, Independent African, p. 369*



nationalist to-day. But the missionary only developed the Africafa

potential into new channels commensurate with the twentieth century.

From this point of view Brace was right to attach them hut wrong in

assuming them to have less worthy motives than his own, as the

cateohismal lesson clearly shows.

This polarization worried Laws throughout his last years. It

meant his Livingstonia lads would never get justice, or full accept¬

ance of their potential. When in 1928, one year after his retirement,

he was made a Burgess of his native city of Aberdeen, he returned to

the theme of 1903. The isuropean, he said, was becoming aloof from

the African. This time he blamed it on increased facilities of

transportation, so that the European saw Africa as a land of get-rich

quick, after which he would return to die in 3ngland. He was also

suspicious of the wicked influenoe of So&th Africa and Rhodesia.

This time he suggested a federal arrangement consisting of Malawi;

.-ambia and British Last Africa, with a common currency— a picturo

very similar to the Last African Community formed in the fifties.

His federation would exclude South Africa and Rhodesia.

Laws need never have worried. His Livingstonia lads became
iW

the apearh ad of a national movement that destroyed colour by the

stroke of a pen. It is fascinating to conjecture whether Laws

would havo approved the result in Malawi, if not the methods used.



CHAPTER Y

COSCLUSIC®

Laws want to Malawi in 1875 with a burning desire to preach

to the heathen and by converting thee: create a new Africa. ©tree

principles dominated missionary theology in his time. For instance

there was an increasing emphasis an Christ's last command to the

Church: "Co ye therefore and teach all nations ... and lo, I am with

you alway, even to the end of the earth M (Matthew 28.19-20).

Duff, in his charge to outgoing missionaries in 1Q33 entitled,

Missions, *. :■ Chief -vid of the Christian Church, argued that Jesus'

command cited above was the sole justification for an outward-bound

church, and that a church that disobeys that command "ceases to be

evangelistic it must cease to exist as a true church of God".1

Very closely related to this outward-bound approach to the

Gospel wan the theme of a special universality of man. This theory

was expressed in the prize-winning essay on Missions in 1838, one of

whose sponsors was Duff. The Reverend R» Hamilton put the theory

of man's brotherhood thus:

1. A. Duff, -isalons, the Chief Cad of the Christian Church (A. mot,
Edinburgh 1377)? P« 12. This sermon was in such popular demand
among Free Church missionaries that it underwent no fewer than six
reprints.
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No matter what may be the interests of classes and
countries) there is a proper equality and indefinable
oneness in the species. *

Hie third principle which motivated almost every missionary

in Laws' time v?ae the moral duty of the technological societies to

couple their technical aid to developing countries with moral leader¬

ship. Sissionaries considered themselves especially ordained of God

to be the conscience of the nation in its dealings with developing

societies, without which Lurope would be giving the world "flesh
2

without the soul".

Laws and his party had received these and similar instructions

from buff and the foreign Missions Committee. In addition buff

believed that a missionary assuming the role of a chief in a foreign

land would be acting contrary to the interests of the Christian

message. Perhaps Duff had in mind the situation in India* a mission¬

ary building himself up in rivalry to a Maharajah or a Nabob would

have looked ridiculous indeed, both on account of the comparative

poverty of his treasury and on account of the scarcity of his military

resources. But this was not so in Malawi, where every tenth Yao man

was jealous of the independence of his abuuba. It was the missionary

1. Ix K. Hamilton, prize-winning essay, Missions, their Authority
Bcope an Encouragement (ilodder arid Stoughton 1938}» P* 20.

2. J.R. Pott, .'he -ueoisive Hour of Christian - i-sions (Church
Missionary -Society, London 1910), p. 40. J.R. Mott was the
Chairman of the Edinburgh World Missionary Conference's Committee
on Lvangelisation (1910). His findings were published by the
Church Missionary society with recommendations that all mission¬
aries take heal.
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who cauld look down on the pitiaoie resources of those who colled

themselves chiefs. In feet some powerful chiefs, like the 'lakololo,

were proud to call themselves "sons of the owlish" and hoped that

their enemies would take account of this before engaging them in 'war.

The unsettled conditions created by the twin forces of slave raiding

and the Nguni invasions seemed to have made the pursuits of art and

religious philosophy only possible under the protection of powerful

chiefs. The chiefs whom Laws worked with were not interested in

giving this protection. They would not administer justice where

only mission interests or property had been attacked. Mponda at Cape

Maclear war, quite willing to leave Laws to his own devices. After

all» it was only if Laws appeared to be a powerful chief in his own

right that he would be useful as an ally. Abeiwa of the Ngoni was

more interested in removing the Mission at Bandawe as it appeared to

be a buffer state between the %oni state and their former subjects,

the Tonga* as well as being an economic asset to the latter. Laws

therefore had no choice but to operate within the framework of chief¬

taincy which African society compelled hira to assume. tjuite apart

from the necessity to survive under the unsettled conditions, what he

taught could only have been shown to be practicable if practised in a

tribui context. for instance, how could he teach the duties of

Christian marriage unices the candidates forsook the principles of

tribal marriage, which among other things tau^it polygamy and bside-

prioe as beneficial to the tribeV How could he avoid the impression

that bapt!or;; was an initiation ceremony prior to the admittance into
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the Christian tribe? If he followed a consistent pattern in burial

rites, the Africans might see it as a pattern demanded by the

Christian tribe. As Sir as Africans were concerned, one was bom,

lived and died in the tribe. Without a tribe, there is no life.

A man must belong to "something", or who would bury him if he died?

—as the Africans put it to this day. haws was seen and compelled,

quite contrary to his instructions and inclination, to give the Christ¬

ian convex o protection and leadership which chiefs in their own

tribes could have given them.

Then there is the crucial point of language. People build

their understanding on their assumptions. Laws could not put himself

in any role other than that of chief. He could say he was leader' of

the Mission, overseer, the chief representative of the Home Board —

and all the Africans could say in their language was that he was

chiefs there is no other word for the position he occupied. Yet the

translation -would carry serious connotations in the minds of those

who heard it.

• • •

Once haws had established himself, he used his power as beat he

knew how. His role in bringing about a peaceful takeover in %ciii-

lund will not be repeated here. But it is necessary to emphasise

that in doing what he did, he was only acting as was expected of him

by the society that sent him. There were many free Church theologians

who believed in all good conscience that Britain was ordained to
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administer foreign territories as she did and that this was compatible

with the principle of being "thy brother's keeper".

free Church theologian Professor Bawsay, addressing African

students at Lovedale in 1396, asked them, "How is it that /Greet
—p j— —»

Britain/ has done 00 much and that people in this big land ^.Africa/

have done ao littles' ... because we believe in God."^" Another free

Church theologian, Br. Murray-Mitchell, wrote in the Church Hecor

about "Changes in India"»

Jke for/ British India, even a severe critic must confess
that the sway of Britain in her Asiatic empire has been benefi¬
cent and wise. May our country more and more recognize the
grandeur of the work to which divine providence has called her
in the Bast*2

One of Laws' claims to fame among his countrymen was that he

helped win a large piece of territory for the Umpire. On the day he

was admitted to the rank of Burgess in his native city of Aberdeen,

the Provost explained why he was being thus honoured 1

His interests wore not fully expanded in the interests
of Christianity and civilization. He has, in addition, done
a great work for the empire, in that his labours have had the
effect of opening up the regions in which he found his lifework
to trade and commerce.3

In Laws' day there was nothing sinister about the alliance between

commerce and religion or between religion and imperialism. It can

be recalled that it was in fact a combination of these three interests

1. Record, 1/9/1396.
2* Ibid*, 1/4/1396.
3. Speech by the lord Provost of Aberdeen, 26/9/1923 (walls

Collection/.
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that had made the Livingstonia Mission possible at that historic

Glasgow public meeting in 1874* Theft, former Cape Governor Sir

Bartle Frere, Mov. II. Waller and merchant J. Stevenson, later Chair¬

man of the African Lakes Company* had worked 3ide by side to find the

money for idvingstonia, the merchant giving the first £1,000 to the

Committee. If laws then took time to help the merchants and im¬

perialists, it was all in the spirit of one good turn deserves another*

• • * •

There is no doubt that Laws gave all in his power for the

benefit of his country and empire as well as for the gospel he

preached. In turn he was well rewarded. The King awarded him the

C.M.G.other honours have already been mentioned: called to the

Legislative Council, made a Burgess of the city of Aberdeen and given

an honorci ctorate of Divinity by Aberdeen University. V.hat the

citizens of hi3 native town, any more than the King or indeed Laws

himself, were not aware of was that to the African his greatest con-

txibution was Christian education, particularly that form termed

advanced education, which was the surest means by which the empire he

had served so well was undermined. The last section of Chapter IV,

on his growing tendency towards liberalism, shows clearly that he did

not quite comprehend the anti-imperial forces he had unleashed.

There wero however times when he sometimes had a glimpse of the

1. Letter from the Secretary of the Knights of St. Michael and
St. George, 2o/8/l323 (Gen. 562+).
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dohble-edgGd nature of education when he told the Legislative Council:

«'ith regard to education ... he felt they were dealing
with edged tools. He did not want in hie mission to educate
men to be forgers /_lat alone to preach sedition, neither did
the board schools at home, but that did not prevent a cashier
of the Bank of England being dismissed for embezzlement.

And with all sincerity:

tie thought that 'without egotism he might say he was as loyal
as any man in this country to the king and to the Government
of the Protectorate. ^

This chapter need not go over the evidence again. But it should

be emphasised that because the education was given by so loyal a son

of the Empire as Laws, mid for the purpose of achieving quite differ¬

ent goals from those actually reached, it was the more thoroughly and

sincerely given. To be precise, however, it must not be forgotten

that the African used education to achieve more than what was

earmarked f >r him. The writer in Life and Work in Nyasaland (131-

quoted earlier put the role earmarked for Africans as "the making of

leaders and teachers. On hi3 part, the native ha3 taken advantage of

our machinery, but for his own ends — that he may get gain."^ By a

"leader" in those days was meant no more than a district commissioner's

interpreter or an enlightened headman who encouraged scientific

methods of agriculture. The African achieved all this, whilst at

the same time demanding the human dignity of guiding his own future

1. Proc< ■ of the Legislative Council. 11/3/1915* P« 12.
2. Ibid.

3* Life in hyasaland, Sept.-Bee. 1910: "Labour Migration''.
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in the manner accented — oo the Mission school taught him — as a

common right in aurope. when the ai33ionafci.es taught about "proper

equality and an indefinable oneness in the species", it of course

did not occur to thorn that Chilambwo might think himself as worthy as

any ra&n on earth to take the position of wovemoro of Ifyaaaland.

Laws was as deeply shocked as the settlers.

On reflection it could be argued that in fact Laws achieved

posthumously what he had set out to do. faking the widest view of

the nature of the Gospel he preached — that all forces, whether hu:.nn

or demonic, that made man's life on earth a tale of miseries should be

removed by the power of Christ — towards the fulfilment of thi3 end

he created a missionary body which taught in schools and preached in

churches to well over a third of all Malawi Christians. This means,

in practic 1 torn3, that one in every three educated Africans was

trained at one or other of the Livingstonia schools. Laws himself

was well aware of the need to train Africans to take positions of

leadership in certain cases (if only because there were not enough

European missionaries to go round)} to this end he gave them advanced

education which enabled them to stand up to tyrannical ohiefc, super¬

stition, witchcraft and other oppressive systems. Similarly, onco

it had been established that the worst tyrannies of the century wore

the twin forces of colour-bar and colonial!am, it was not a long at03

1. R. Hamilton, fissions, their Authority, Scope and Mncouragetnentr
p. 20.
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for these wen to stand up to then equally boldly. Laws did not

encourage inperialisn for its own sake; ho believed it to bo at

that time the greatest force for good. If he could have been con¬

vinced that imperialism was failing to come up to expedtationsj he

might well have supported certain aspects of the nationalist move¬

ments which drew their inspiration from the Ethiopian movements. It

has already been .pointed out that in his last years Laws was boco- in,.

disillusioned by the greed and ▼indictiveness shown by his eountrynerr

of whom Livingstone Bruce was only the representative.

1. Bho •f'reo bhurch i-teoord (1/2/1914> tutorial) called the colour
bar "the Greatest Problem this century".
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Ghepperson Collection, Lept. of American and Colonial History, Jhi-
versity of Ldinburgh»

Three volumes of letters to and from Laws, mostly pra-1895.

uev. Alex. Caaeby Collection, Balhouffie, Anabruther, Fife;
(i) Letters to Caseby from II. Laws, mainly between 1922 and 1932.

(ii) An important memorandum by Caseby on the Livingctonia Mission
states to the Young Commission 1928.

(iii) Furious important articles to Fife newspapers 1922-1927? and
a series to the Daily Telegraph about the same time can-

coming the Livingstonia Institution.
(iv) Caseby, and hi a married daughter* are probably the few remain¬

ing souls who saw and worked with Dr. Laws.

Andrew balls Collection, Dept. of Rel» Studies, University
of Aberdeen;

(i) An interesting collection of Mrs. Laws' lovo-iotters to
Dr. Laws.

(ii) /arious collections also equally important.
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2* oooondary iJources t Bookg:-

THJ AURORA, later called Llvingstonia Hewa (q.v.}.
CASALIS, B.J The Basutos Kiabet and Co., London 18bl).
CHI8H8I3>>, A. (iVu.G.S.)» The Blantyre .--iosionaries - Discreditable

discioauree (v.. Eidgway,
ChEIcTlAE .. . -si, National Library of Scotland, N . 29 H 2).
-/ALLY RKVl (K tional Library of bcotlaafl, WE 23/l*/2)%
JjFF, A.s . A nn, the Chief And of the Christian Church, serac

preached at the ordination of "uo'v. G. dtnith, 1839 (Andrew
Sliot, Odinburgh 1377).

1 £'J. - rop.-sed Mission to Lake hyaaa, ari explanatory state¬
ment submitted to the Commission of the i"reo Church of Scotland
3/3/1375 (Andrew Allot, Edinburgh).

DIP?, H.L.j . v.saland Cndor the ibroiAU Office (S. Bell and Son, 19 I )•
LLMSLIB, ...A. s ;»nona the Hid Ngoni (0. Anderson and Ferrier, 1393}-
3'JTHEAlIIu , . -AI venture a in Hyaaaland t --two years' r.tru

wit slave dealers in Central Africa ..Sampson Low, Masraton,
Searle and Rivington, 1391)•

v . Al, . ~iviq<;stonia .^otters Haa 73-103 Rational Libra ..

of -cotland).
i ; . . ... ii.. -'

'(Abbr_•vi;}ted""as F.C. Record or Record) XK.L.s'. P.56).
GAKITTQ, i.C.P.* Kin-; K&zmbo and the Aarave. Cheva. Bjsa, Beaton-,

tji. ..the.. -toolea of southern Africa ^LLsboa 1331;, trans, by
Ian Gunnison.

GALFAKD, . i . ^.reside Pioneers (B. Blackwell 1964).
GLASGOW 1L.A1J (N.L.S., WE 2S/l>/z).

x ILTON, ... .s Missions!, Their Authority, Scope and Encouragement.,
Prize Essay dailton, Adams and Co., London 1342).

KOLEBERG, ...; ..:.oicuft tribes and European ^wLencies (ocandinavi .

Jnivoroity Books, I966).
JACK, J.W.s -uyoroak in Livingstonia (Oliphant, Anderson and Farrier,

1901).
JCJHK3T0R, British Central Afrioa (Methuen and Co., London 1397).

j I'ne Ctory of My Life / d. kuRts? if ixj v j 1433y
LANG-VORTHY, -.j This oas ftSrAfrica (Stirling Tract Enterprises,

U.J. A. 1950J.
LAWS, iu 1 Biary (Edinburgh 'Jniversity Library, Gen. 563+) •

LAWS. E. s Reminiscences of Livinxatonia (Oliver and Boyd, London 1934).



LIVINGSTDNE, Davids hast- .Journals (J. Murray, 1073)-
- - 1 The hgnbegi and its Tributaries (J. Marray,
ionuon 136;;;•

LI7IIIG3TOI;.v.P.s Laws of LdLvingstonia (Hodder and Ctoughton,
London 1921).

'.jLv'i.A Go . ITT., ■ old JT...... .National Library of Scotland iAS 7913
1 /I. 1 h... . 3 (ad. H. laws).

LUKE, J.* "A Matter of Colour," E.G. Record, 1/2/1914.
MACJXJHALi), 3.: .-'■fricana# 2 vols, (siapkin, Marshall and Co.,

London 1332^

MACMILLAIT, I. "The Central African Lakes Company"(unpublished Ph.D.
thesis, Jfaiversity of Edinburgh, 1969).

MITCHELL, J.C.: "The Political Organisation of the Yao of Southern
iiyasalond," in ^xrican Stualea VIII, No. 3 (September 1949; •

MQRRIS0N, MLH.: uiariot, (H.'J.L. Gen. 1304).
_ : yiirst Impressions of the Native Question," F.G.

lleco rd 1, 3/1914«
JTT, J. 11#: ".e -ociaivo Hour of Christian Missions (Church Mission

azy society, London 1910).
OLIVER, R.: ...1 . «0. Johnston (Chatto and 'Aindus, London 1964) ♦

.ANGER, T. orrting therree of African History (Hoinemann 196;).
: ..obellion in 3. Rhodesia 1396~7 (H.S.B., London 1967;
: >ects of Central African History (fleinomann 19o3, .

:..,s h-and Journal. Vol. 16, No# 16 ( samba 1954).
HSNNIE, K. s chapter in RANGER, T.O. (ed.), Aaoects .... (1968).
ROSS, A.C.j "The Origins and Development of the Church of Scotland

Blantyre Mission" (unpublished Ph#D. thesis, University of
Edinburgh, 1967).

j ulfh, E.i -■ Contribution of J.H. I'arouhar to rroteatant Thou it

AiEiltHRD, ... (ed.)i The Pioneers of Modem Malawi (Lovedale Press
I960).

3HEPPERS0K, G.; Independent African (Edinburgh University Press
1950).

SMITH, G.: Private letters to Dr. Laws (N.L.3. MS 7G97).
STEWART, Janes• Livingstonia - Its Origin (/Andrew Eliot, Edinburgh

1394)» prepared for the Foreign Missions Committee of the Free
Church of ..-cotland for private circulation (Church of Scotland
Library, D 44)*
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(Vu— b .vwa-i +■*-»-* (^ ioia j
StJNiKIKH, B.i Hie i>orId of .ission (Lutterworth 1965).
SALL3H, .»• lyaalyia - yreui. ,ritain's Caae a^ainat Portugal

(3. Stanford Lord, 1890).
YQUHG, E.D.t Papers and addresses (H.L.3. hS N^29)»

{ IsGion to Nyaosa - A Journal of Sdventures (John
Murray, London 1877)•
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PLATS II



Plate Two

Higher Education: The Livingstonla Medical School

(From Andrew Walls* Collection)
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PLATE III



Plate Three

Higher Education: Livingstonia (High) School,c 19H7

(From Andrew Walls' Collection)



 



 


